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Important dates in 2000



Annual Press Conference March 21, 2000, Kempinski Hotel, Munich Airport



Annual General Meeting June 29, 2000, Gemeinschaftszentrum BALLEI, Neckarsulm
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Key Figures



Audi Group in Figures



Audi Group Production 1999 Production



Vehicle sales



1998



Cars



626,059



619,030



1.1



1,266,896



1,241,351



2.1



634,973



599,509



Cars



Index



1990



1991



1992



1993



1994



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



A2



2, 18 ff., 36, 44, 47



Flow of funds analysis



429,597



451,265



492,085



340,956



352,589



446,808



491,501



557,777



619,030



626,059



A3



8, 9, 38, 45, 52, 58



Foreign exchange risk



A4



10, 11, 38, 44, 45, 52



A6



12, 13, 22, 23, 38, 44, 45, 52



Engines



597,910



645,485



689,175



494,436



544,538



607,175



620,603



763,928



1,241,351



1,266,896



A6 Security A8



5.9 Vehicle sales



Western Europe



519,236



500,930



3.7



of which Germany



257,686



244,127



5.6



Rest of world



115,737



98,579



17.4



Cars



423,309



448,309



472,685



357,521



376,180



447,855



492,046



546,436



599,509



634,973



Germany



Cars



180,607



227,525



228,246



163,752



160,803



204,138



217,858



238,735



244,127



257,686



Export



Cars



242,702



220,784



244,439



193,769



215,377



243,717



274,188



307,701



355,382



377,287



12, 13



14, 15, 21, 23, 25, 38, 44, 45, 51, 52



A8 long-wheelbase version



15, 36



DM million



29,624



27,222



EUR million



15,146



13,918



Export ratio



%



57.3



49.2



51.7



54.2



57.3



54.4



55.7



56.3



59.3



59.4



DM million



1,640



1,684



EUR million



839



861



DM million



634



463



Market share, Germany



%



EUR million Sales return before taxes Balance sheet total



%



324 5.5



DM million



13,110



12,683



EUR million



6,703



6,485



%



21.5



19.0



5.3



5.2



6.2



6.1



6.8



6.5



6.8



DM million EUR million



36.9 Cost of materials –



Personnel costs



3.4



Earnings before taxes



DM million EUR million



8,452



DM million EUR million



2,604



DM million EUR million



740



DM million EUR million



–



12,125



284



14,814



9,639



2,936



756



370



16,736



12,554



11,391



8,263



3,094



2,875



508



–148



172



– 89



13,456



8,718



2,625



187



22



16,678



10,993



3,037



589



111



18,807



12,448



3,253



862



302



22,410



14,802



3,859



1,112



367



27,222 13,918



29,624 15,146



18,732 9,578



19,862 10,155



4,130 2,111



4,481 2,291



1,684 861



1,640 839



463 237



634 324



Depreciation



DM million



2,966



3,168



EUR million



1,516



1,620



DM million EUR million



Cash flow



DM million



1,847 945 2,274



1,731



– 6.4 Share price 3)4) (year-end quoted price)



Euro



13, 36, 51 14, 18 ff., 26



Aluminium body



20, 21, 26, 44 12, 15, 17



Anniversaries



34, 35, 45 29, 31, 46



AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA.



33 41, 45, 48, 56, 58



Audi Group structure



56



Audi health insurance scheme



30



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. 27, 31, 45 ff., 56, 57 Audi Space Frame ASF



14, 21, 44, 48



Compensatory payment



Euro



Employees



Average



1,163 45,800



20.45



21.47



23.01



24.54



48.57



70.05



74.14



61.00



0.56



0.56



0.10



0.10



0.15



0.31



0.46



0.61



0.77



0.77



2,373



ø



37,035



38,205



37,738



34,363



32,215



32,823



34,529



37,761



41,011



45,800



1,213 41,011



Personnel costs per employee



DM Euro



70,318



76,841



81,996



83,676



81,480



92,533



94,219



102,194



100,695 51,485



97,835 50,022



CDAX Automobile



59 41, 45



Combined heat and power



27



Common rail fuel injection system



25



DM million EUR million



3,389



3,733



3,677



2,771



2,863



3,680



4,219



5,097



5,943 3,039



6,254 3,198



47, 59



Consolidated balance sheet



Capital investments



Depreciation



AUDI AG 1999 Sales revenues



Earnings before taxes



1998



DM million



29,151



26,655



EUR million



14,905



13,628



DM million



1,449



1,663



EUR million



741



850



DM million



444



442



Change in %



6)



Cash flow



DM million EUR million



1,012



DM million EUR million



569



DM million EUR million



939



1,097



765



947



784



960



823



1,505



914



865



1,035



1,445



889



1,967



1,087



3,168 1,620



2,966 1,516



1,731 885



1,847 945



2,373 1,213



2,274 1,163



47, 48, 56 ff.



Consolidated statement of earnings



61



Corporate governance legislation



49



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 4, 31, 45, 46, 48, 51, 56, 57 Cultural sponsoring



33



Development



48



Distributor-type fuel injection pump



1,233



1,245



948



1,220



1,774



1,496



1,994



9.4



Dividend



47, 52, 53



Economic developments



Fixed assets



DM million EUR million



2,578



2,899



2,872



2,814



3,589



3,351



3,869



4,717



6,114 3,126



7,196 3,679



Current assets



DM million EUR million



2,547



2,491



2,922



3,260



3,496



5,011



5,699



6,223



6,569 3,359



5,914 3,024



Balance sheet total



DM million EUR million



5,125



5,390



5,794



6,074



7,085



8,362



9,568



10,940



12,683 6,485



13,110 6,703



DM million EUR million



1,386



2,408 1,231



2,819 1,441



42, 43, 50, 51



Electronic Stability Program ESP 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 50 Employees



28 ff., 46, 53



Employees' representatives



Net earnings



EUR million



227



0.5



226 Shareholders’ equity



Employees



Average



40,736



38,097



6.9 Liabilities



DM million EUR million



3,739



1,554



3,836



1,623



1,521



4,171



4,553



1,780



5,305



1,812



6,550



1,984



7,584



2,169



8,771



10,275 5,254



Further statistics are provided in the ten-year summary on the inside back cover. The figures in brackets in this report refer to the previous year.



1)



4)



2)



5)



AUDI AG until 1993 Incl. Porsche 924/944 (until 1991), 1993 excl. 4, 1994 excl. 2,021 and 1995 excl. 875 Avant RS2 3) Figures for 1990 – 1998 converted into euro for information only



Previous years adjusted at ratio of 1:10 following introduction of individual share certificates According to VOLKSWAGEN AG proposal regarding the appropriation of net earnings Modified cash flow statement as from 1993



6)



10,291 5,262



25



see compensatory payment



Earnings



–12.9



60



Engine production Engineer training Environmental protection EU Environmental Audit Euro



30



45, 47, 48, 56, 57 29 26, 27 27 46, 50, 59



22, 23, 48



Occupational safety



30



Production volume



45



Pump-injector system



25



Purchasing volume



45



quattro



6 ff., 12 ff., 17, 45 11, 15, 48, 56, 58



2, 3



47, 55, 59



37



multitronic transmission



Board of Management



Capital investments 2, 4, 20, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57



38 ff.



Mobility guarantee



R8



10, 38, 45



39



Markets



quattro GmbH



Consolidated companies



Added value



54



Major markets



54



Compensatory payment



11.7



23



Liquidity



35



CKD/SKD



– 4.2



24



Lightweight crash elements



Balance sheet structure



5)



885



Employees EUR million



22.75



36 38, 44, 52, 57, 58



Le Mans



Avus Streamliner racing car



Cash flow



3)4)



6.7



23.26



55



Internet Configurator



Lamborghini Group 4, 31, 45, 46, 48, 51, 52, 56 ff.



Cabriolet



Capital investments



46, 59



Internal financing



36



Audi A plus scheme



Net earnings Equity ratio



5.7



34, 35, 45



Individual share certificate



Advertising



Apprentices



237 6.2



5.4



–2.6



Sales revenues Net earnings



5.4



Horch



Lamborghini Diablo



Aluminium



8.8



34, 35



53



Aluminium suspension



Earnings before taxes



50



History



Added value



allroad quattro



Sales revenues



65



Change in %



Engines Cars



2)



1)



24



Ratios per share



59



Recycling



18, 26



Result acc. to DVFA/SG



53, 59



Risk management RS4



4, 49 11, 36, 44, 48, 51, 57, 58



S3, S4, S6, S8



16, 17, 36, 44



Sales revenues



2, 47, 52, 53



Sales volume



52



Salzburg Festival



33



Scrap car reprocessing



50



Service hotline



37



Shares



59



SIDEGUARD



9, 10, 15



Sport sponsoring



32



Statement of interests



77



StEP scheme



29



Summer Concerts



33



Supervisory Board



4, 5



Supplier award TDI



23 14, 25, 45, 48, 51



telematics



23



Time »bonds«



28, 46



Time account reorganization



28



TT Coupé, TT Roadster 6, 7, 36, 38, 44, 45, 47, 50, 52, 56 V8 TDI Vehicle safety Vehicle sales Website



14, 25, 51, 56 6, 8 ff., 13 ff., 17, 21, 23 38 ff., 44 36
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A Self-Portrait Audi is an internationally renowned manufacturer of high-quality cars. Our success has been achieved through creativity, commitment and the ability to generate enthusiasm. The wishes and emotions of our customers are the guiding principle behind our every action. We strive to lead the way in the field of innovation. We aim to establish new standards to substantiate our brand claim of »Vorsprung durch Technik«.
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Foreword



2_3_Vorwort



Dr.-Ing. Franz-Josef Paefgen Chairman of the Board of Management



Audi continues to maintain its healthy progress. 1999 was yet another successful year in the history of our company. We systematically extended and rejuvenated our product range, and were able to strengthen our competitive position. The key data for the past year are a suitable reflection of our achievements. For the first time, we attained the ambitious goal of recording sales of over 600,000 vehicles. Sales revenues likewise rose to a new record level of DM 29.6 billion. Mid-way through 2000 we will be launching the world’s first volume-built aluminium car in the guise of the Audi A2. The A2 opens up a new chapter in the annals of automotive history: it embodies a responsible approach to fuel consumption, emissions and the road space it occupies, without forgoing driving enjoyment, comfort and safety. Overtly sporty S models, which we have been supplying since 1999, from the S3 to the S8, are further cornerstones of our brand success. The RS4, one of the most powerful cars on the market, is our new standard-bearer among those models built for sports driving. Audi has experienced breathtaking growth in recent years. Our aim is to consolidate and build on our strong market position. Both in relation to sales revenues and in absolute terms, our capital investments remain at a very high level; in 1999 we invested about DM 3 billion. In 2000 and over the next four years we intend to spend a total of around DM 16 billion on new products and production facilities, to cement our claim of »Vorsprung durch Technik«.
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This high level of expenditure is a central component of a strategy which looks further than the short-term maximization of profit. Rather, it is our aim to make provision for the future during periods when earnings are high. In this way, we intend to create new opportunities for company earnings in the medium and long term, thereby further enhancing our outstanding competitive position. Our products equip us ideally to move forward with purpose. Our innovations throw down a challenge to our competitors. We have already laid foundations which will enable us to build on our past success, and our highly qualified workforce will stand us in good stead for this task. Our thanks are due to all those who helped to make 1999 such a successful year. We are particularly indebted to our customers for their continuing confidence in us. Ingolstadt, March 15, 2000



Dr.-Ing. Franz-Josef Paefgen Chairman of the Board of Management



Members of the Board of Management



Dipl.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. Peter Abele Finance and Organization



Dr. jur. Georg Flandorfer Marketing and Sales



Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. Jürgen Gebhardt Production



Dr.-Ing. Werner Mischke Technical Development



Dr. h. c. Andreas Schleef Human Resources



Dipl.-Ing. Erich Schmitt Purchasing



Membership of supervisory boards and other regulatory bodies is indicated in the Notes to the Financial Statements of AUDI AG.
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Report of the Supervisory Board



4_5_Bericht_Aufsichtsrat



Dr. Robert Büchelhofer Chairman of the Supervisory Board



The company figures for the Audi Group were maintained at a high level in 1999, with the previous year’s achievements actually bettered in some areas. Audi has succeeded in further strengthening the brand and creating a sound basis for the future through focused capital investments. The Supervisory Board would like to thank the company’s employees, their elected representatives and the Board of Management, who all made a valuable contribution towards this achievement. In 1999, the Supervisory Board was kept informed of significant developments within the Audi Group and of company and market developments by means of written quarterly reports. Meetings at which the Supervisory Board considered in depth the business progress, corporate situation and future developments of the Audi Group were held once a quarter. The presiding committee met before each meeting. The Supervisory Board moreover monitored and advised the company’s management outside the context of its routine meetings. The Board of Management kept the Supervisory Board informed about financial and human resources plans for the coming five years, the current and future product range, and also technical innovations. The Supervisory Board discussed and ratified the medium-term investment plans for the period 2000 to 2004. The continuing integration into the Audi Group of the Audi subsidiaries COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A. and their respective subsidiaries was likewise discussed at Supervisory Board meetings. The Supervisory Board also devoted particular attention to risk management within both AUDI AG and the principal companies in which participations are held. At the AUDI AG Annual General Meeting on June 24, 1999 the shareholders elected PwC Deutsche Revision Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Hanover, as the auditors for the 1999 financial year. The Supervisory Board commissioned the auditors with the task of auditing the Annual Financial Statements of AUDI AG and the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Audi Group. Both reports, together with the Management Report for AUDI AG and the Audi Group, have received the unqualified certification of the auditors. The reports were distributed to members of 4
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the Supervisory Board. The auditors reported on the principal findings of the audit at the Supervisory Board’s meeting on March 15, 2000. For its part, the Supervisory Board examined and ratified both Financial Statements, together with the Management Report, which are thus established in accordance with § 172 of German Stock Corporation Law. On February 4, 1999, Dr. Werner Henze, former Managing Director of Auto Union GmbH, died at the age of 88. He joined that company’s management in 1956, taking on responsibility for the Commercial Division, and led the company until 1965. Johann Kialka died aged 81 on April 16, 1999. As a Board Member of AUDI AG from 1969 until 1981, he contributed decisively towards our company’s progress through his foresight and exceptional personal commitment. We will honour the memory of both gentlemen. Manfred Schott resigned from the Supervisory Board as employees’ representative as of August 31, 1999. Upon the application of the Board of Management, Norbert Rank was appointed in his place by the Local Court of Ingolstadt with effect from September 1, 1999. On January 1, 2000 Johann Horn was appointed to represent the workforce. He succeeds Gerd Hausmann, who resigned from the Supervisory Board as of December 31, 1999. The Supervisory Board would like to thank both former members for their active and constructive involvement. 1999 will go down in Audi’s history as yet another good year. The Supervisory Board was able to support and advise the company’s management throughout the year. It is our desire to maintain this fruitful approach of constructive partnership. Ingolstadt, March 15, 2000



Dr. Robert Büchelhofer Chairman of the Supervisory Board



Supervisory Board* Dr. Robert Büchelhofer Xaver Meier Bruno Adelt



Chairman**



Johann Horn



Employees’ representative



Shareholders’ representative



Berthold Huber



Employees’ representative**



Deputy Chairman**



Norbert Kniselies



Employees’ representative



Employees’ representative



Dr. jur. Jens Neumann



Shareholders’ representative**



Shareholders’ representative



Dr. techn. h. c. Dipl.-Ing. ETH Ferdinand Piëch



Shareholders’ representative



Helmut Aurenz



Shareholders’ representative



Richard Polzmacher



Employees’ representative



Helmut Dotzauer



Employees’ representative



Norbert Rank



Employees’ representative



Senator h. c.



Dr. rer. pol.



Dr. rer. pol.



Thomas R. Fischer



Shareholders’ representative



Axel Freiherr



Wolfgang Förster



Employees’ representative



von Ruedorffer



Shareholders’ representative



Dr. h. c. Peter Hartz



Shareholders’ representative



Theo Schirmer



Employees’ representative



Dr. jur. Claus Helbig



Shareholders’ representative



Max Wäcker



Employees’ representative



Dr. rer. pol. Carl H. Hahn Honorary Chairman



Dr.-Ing. E. h. Hans-Olaf Henkel



Shareholders’ representative



* The profession and company of the members of the Supervisory Board, together with their membership of supervisory boards and other regulatory bodies are indicated in the Notes to the Financial Statements of AUDI AG. ** Member of the presiding committee and the negotiating committee
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Audi TT Coupé/Audi TT Roadster



6_7neu_eng



The quest for perfection: on the Audi TT Coupé, our designers paid scrupulous attention to even the smallest details.



Dynamism and Design – the Audi TT Coupé In the guise of the Audi TT Coupé, we created a sports car that won immediate acclaim within the trade and gathered a whole host of awards from the international automotive press.



Our aim: satisfied customers In autumn 1999, the Audi TT hit the headlines because of its road behaviour



The latter is capable of sprinting from 0 to 100 km/h in a mere 6.4 seconds. The outstanding safety equipment



when driven close to the limits of hand-



on the TT Coupé includes front airbags,



ling. We responded to the issue by offer-



belt tensioners for the front seats and,



ing to retrofit modified suspension and



in particular, side airbags for protection



a rear spoiler free of charge.



of the head and thorax.



To allay concerns voiced by custom-



The driving area reflects close atten-



ers following heightened media cover-



tion to detail, with exclusive aluminium



age of accidents which were linked to



features on the instruments and controls.



the TT´s handling, and to put their minds



Automatic air conditioning, included as



at rest with regard to the resale value



standard, keeps the occupants refreshed



of their car, we also offered our custom-



on even the hottest of days.



ers the option of having the Electronic Stability Program ESP retrofitted at the



Much in demand, much acclaimed



plant.



In response to high demand for our sports car, we raised the production ca-



Emotion on four wheels



pacity of the Audi TT to over 50,000



To ensure that the Audi TT Coupé pro-



per year in mid-1999.



duces sports performance that befits its



awards, last year the Audi TT Coupé



ic 1.8 litre four-cylinder inline engine



won the coveted iF seal of approval for



with five-valve technology – either a



excellent design awarded by Industrie



132 kW version with front-wheel or per-



Forum Design.



manent four-wheel drive, or a 165 kW version available on the quattro. 6



In addition to numerous illustrious



visual appeal, it is powered by a dynam-
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Lust for Life – the Audi TT Roadster Qur new TT Roadster is a bright and breezy new arrival in the category of open-top two-seaters. Where better to experience the refreshing head wind in the shimmering heat of summer than in the driving seat of this designer sports car?



Opening up new horizons



able as an optional extra, significantly



Since last year, the Audi TT Roadster



reduces air turbulence for the Roadster’s



has combined the thrill of sports-style



occupants.



driving with open-top enjoyment, har-



The Authentic package, which did



monious design and dynamic perform-



much to draw attention to the design



ance.



study version, is a central aspect of its



The respective versions of the four-



desirability. This optional equipment



cylinder inline engines, with a displace-



with the »baseball glove« look features



ment of 1.8 litres and five-valve tech-



seat side sections that are laced to-



nology, develop 132 kW and 165 kW for



gether by wide decorative seams using



impressive sprinting and top-of-range



leather straps, in addition to the con-



performance. Whether with front-wheel



ventional seam.



drive or as a quattro, the TT Roadster is always a fleet-footed companion.



More than a fair-weather friend Our designers focused especially on



Every detail is important to us



the appearance of the TT Roadster with



In addition to the dynamic, sporty de-



its roof closed. The neatly crafted, taut



sign of its exterior, we have devoted



soft top combines formal appeal with



particular attention to the TT Roadster’s



practical utility. A special fabric and the



meticulous interior design. Even the



soft top’s structure prevent any undesir-



most minute of details is exclusive in



able billowing. The heated glass rear



appeal, mirroring the design principle



window preserves a clear view to the



of function rendered visible. The gen-



rear, whatever the weather.



erous use of brushed aluminium, as on



The tonneau cover that protects the



the Coupé, for example on the steering



interior from adverse conditions and



wheel and fittings, is again one of the



unwanted attention conceals the soft



most immediate distinguishing features



top, and fits flush with the TT Roadster’s



of the TT Roadster. The electrically re-



waistline.



tractable glazed anti-buffet screen, avail-



The Audi TT Roadster likewise benefits from the technical modifications introduced on the TT Coupé.
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Audi A3



8_9_neu_eng



Extravagant and Charming – the Audi A3 Award-winning design, dynamic road behaviour and high quality standards have secured the Audi A3 a place among the leaders in the compact class. Customers have three attractive equipment lines to choose from – Attraction, Ambition and Ambiente – depending on their individual preferences.



Names that redeem their promise



the central locking system, with con-



The Audi A3’s three equipment lines



venient closing of the windows and



have something to suit every taste.



sunroof, together with the four-spoke



The Attraction line offers a distinctive



leather steering wheel and the front



equipment package for this model



centre armrest with storage compart-



series, with numerous details that make



ment round off the Ambiente line.



driving enjoyable and even safer: from electric window lifters, central locking,



In great demand from the start



ABS and power steering to driver, front-



Audi significantly extended the range



passenger and side airbags.



of engines in the compact class last



The dynamic Audi A3 Ambition will appeal to sports-minded drivers. The



wheel drive has been demonstrated in



cast aluminium wheels, the firm, slightly



this class, too, by the Audi A3 1.8 T



lower sports suspension, the sports



quattro. The high-torque five-valve turbo



seats and the leather-trimmed sports



engines, available as 110 kW and 132 kW



steering wheel are just a few highlights



versions, demonstrate outstanding



of this comprehensive equipment



acceleration and flexibility even at low



package.



engine speeds. The latest-generation



The Audi A3 Ambiente truly lives up



8



year. Since 1999, our expertise in four-



engine management system ideally



to its name: the seat upholstery, a com-



adapts such factors as ignition timing,



bination of exclusive cloth and Alcantara,



injection volume and boost pressure to



is a distinguishing feature of the interior,



the engine’s operating status, assuring



as is the carefully coordinated balance



spontaneous response and impressive



of colours for the interior surfaces. De-



agility.



tails such as radio remote control for
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With the ideal basis of permanent



Raring to go in 2000



four-wheel drive, the A3 1.8 T quattro



The Audi A3 is well equipped in the



offers superlative standards of dynam-



new model year: the Electronic Stabil-



ism, safety and driving enjoyment, as



ity Program ESP is included as stand-



confirmed by our customers’ enthusi-



ard in conjunction with the 1.8 T



asm for this model.



engine, irrespective of whether with front-wheel drive or permanent four-



A feeling of all-round safety in



wheel drive. ESP can be supplied as an



the Audi A3



optional extra for all other engine



For even more effective occupant pro-



versions.



tection in the event of an accident, in



All Audi A3 models are also avail-



autumn 1999 the Audi A3 became the



able with four doors. New body



first car in the compact class to be avail-



colours and additional interior



able with the SIDEGUARD head airbag



equipment versions provide even



system. The A3, with up to six airbags,



greater scope for the A3, which can



belt tensioners, belt force limiters, five



now also be fitted with Recaro sports



head restraints and five three-point



seats.



seat belts, has the most comprehensive safety package in its class. Technical systems such as the Electronic Stability Program ESP and permanent fourwheel drive for the quattro version serve as flanking measures which increase active driving safety still further, so that drivers of the Audi A3 will benefit from even greater safety, producing even greater driving enjoyment.



Now four plus one: since early 1999, we have been building an attractive version with rear doors.
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Audi A4/A4 Avant/Cabriolet/RS4
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The Theme and the Variations – the Audi A4 What makes our Audi A4 so attractive? Is it the clear, dynamic design, the high quality with long-term guarantee, or the innovative technical highlights? Or is it simply the sum of all these advantages that attracts so many customers to our best-seller?



An ever-evolving personality



tasteful interior in the best possible



The Audi A4 was updated at the start of



light, and the automatic air



1999. The emphasis was on technical



conditioning maintains a pleasant cli-



improvements, such as the high-quality



mate for all occupants.



suspension: the front axle, with its



The extended safety concept also in-



forged aluminium wishbones, was



cludes the options of an Electronic Stabil-



modified and the interaction of the in-



ity Program ESP and the SIDEGUARD



dividual components optimized. The



head airbag system, which ideally com-



resulting excellent responsiveness and



plements the standard equipment items



ride comfort, agility and optimized



of driver, front-passenger and side air-



springing now hold even greater appeal



bags.



for drivers of the A4. Fully aware that excellent design is a



10



Fashions come and go, a true classic



hard act to follow, we have made only



remains



subtle modifications to the outward



The stylish Audi Cabriolet remains im-



appearance: the striking radiator grille



mensely popular. A wide range of fresh



and the new headlight concept under-



colours and equipment elements, to-



line the character of the A4 even more



gether with the various Sun Line pack-



emphatically, rather than seeking to



ages which offer attractive savings,



change it. The interior has also been



make the customer’s task of putting



reworked with a keen eye to detail. For



together the car of their dreams an



example, the new lighting presents the



easy one.
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Individual sports character for



nappa leather. Customers have the



the Audi A4



choice between Audi sports seats



There is increasing demand among



and Recaro sports seats. The three-



discerning customers for cars which



spoke sports steering wheel is also in



perfectly reflect their personal style and



leather, together with the gear lever



individual requirements. Meeting this



knob and gaiter.



challenge is the task of quattro GmbH, a fully-owned subsidiary of AUDI AG. In addition to its wide range of at-



Audi RS4 – the distinctive highperformance Avant



tractive lifestyle articles, quattro GmbH



quattro GmbH unveiled the RS4, the



offers extensive customization options



undisputed top model in the A4 range,



for Audi models. Since early 1999,



at the 1999 Frankfurt Motor Show. This



buyers of the Audi A4 have had a choice



model will only be available as an Avant.



of three exclusive sports packages for



The flared wheel arches, aerodynamic-



their car.



ally shaped tail end with oval tailpipes



•



The engine package makes the A4



and harmoniously integrated sills serve



1.8 T even more dynamic. The car is



to underline the RS4’s uncompromis-



uprated during the manufacturing



ingly sporty character.



process, and its performance



•



•



The extremely powerful engine that



boosted by 22 kW.



drives the S4, the V6 biturbo with five-



The suspension package comprises



valve technology, shows even more



lower sports suspension settings



dynamism and traction on the RS4: an



with 17-inch cast aluminium wheels,



output of 280 kW at 6,500 rpm, impres-



corresponding wide tyres and an en-



sively translated into road performance



hanced brake system. The matching



by the six-speed sports gearbox and



springs and dampers simultane-



permanent four-wheel drive, makes the



ously make for greater ride comfort.



RS4 a true king of the road.



The interior package likewise places the emphasis on sports character. The ergonomically shaped seat side sections, the head restraints and the door trim panels are in »onyx« silk



Display of strength: the sports design of the Audi RS4 underlines the immense tractive power of the V6 biturbo engine with five-valve technology.
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Audi A6/A6 Avant /allroad quattro
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Passion, not Convention – the Audi A6 With its strikingly dynamic appearance, pioneering technology and uncompromising quality, the Audi A6 saloon has secured a place among the leaders in the upmarket class. This achievement has been repeated in convincing style by the Audi A6 Avant. The broad range of engines and equipment makes customers’ dreams come true.



The new member of the eight-cylinder club



arches are its characteristic features. The elegant interior includes leather



The élite club of eight-cylinder models



equipment and real wood trims as stand-



in this group of competitors welcomed



ard. Customers can also choose to have



a new member early in 1999 – the only



cloth and aluminium. Its extensive stand-



one, in fact, to have permanent four-



ard specification includes the colour-



wheel drive. With its five-valve V8 en-



coordinated leather steering wheel and



gine, the Audi A6 4.2 quattro transforms



the Driver Information System DIS.



driving into a feast for the senses: assertive pulling power, the typical



Security Audi-style



sound of an eight-cylinder engine



Mobile personal protection in one of



when accelerating, and the ability to



the most attractive saloon cars of our



glide along with a hushed purr when



age – a request that we have been able



cruising. The 220 kW engine is ideally



to meet since the early part of 1999 with



complemented by progressive



the Audi A6 Security. Its unobtrusive



aluminium suspension technology and



but highly effective items of security



permanent four-wheel drive: after all,



equipment cannot be spotted by the



what use is a powerful engine if its



untrained eye.



qualities can only be experienced to the full in fine weather? The connoisseur will be able to
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Audi is the first car manufacturer to have its automotive high-security equipment certified by the Test Centre for



identify the A6 4.2 quattro at a mere



Firearms and Ammunition in Ulm, which



glance: the dynamic front end with



awarded it the bombardment classifi-



new-look headlights and flared wheel



cation B4.
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This version of the Audi A6 is equipped with numerous special details such as bullet-proof windows, special



makes optimum use of the engine’s output. Ground clearance is critical when



steel and aramid matting at all critical



driving off-road. The height-adjustable



points of the vehicle. Equipment options



air suspension permits the driver to select



which may prove very useful in an



four different settings affording ground



emergency, such as the intercom sys-



clearance of up to 21 centimetres.



tem, tyres with emergency-running



Depending on the vehicle’s speed, the



properties and anti-magnetic armour



air suspension automatically lowers



plating for the vehicle floor, complete



the car. This ensures that optimum



the security package.



ground clearance is always maintained,



The car is propelled by the 2.8 litre



according to whether the car is being



V6 engine with an output of 142 kW and



driven over rough terrain or on a



five-speed manual gearbox or tiptronic



motorway.



transmission. Permanent four-wheel



The design elements of the allroad



drive and the Electronic Stability Pro-



quattro’s striking design are based on



gram ESP keep the car outstandingly



their function. The robust aluminium-



safe even in critical situations, and



look underbody guard, the sturdy bump-



ideally complement the security philos-



ers and the flared wheel arches encom-



ophy of the A6 Security.



passing special allroad tyres heighten the attraction of off-road freedom and



At home on every road – the Audi allroad quattro



adventure. At the same time, the allroad quattro



An impressive mover on any surface



offers all the advantages of an elegant



from early 2000: the Audi allroad quattro



interior, with distinctive colours and



is as well-suited to rough terrain as it is



seats, exclusive aluminium trims and



to elegant boulevards.



crucial safety equipment. The allroad



The 2.5 TDI engine developing 132 kW



quattro unites the comfort, safety and



and the 2.7 T engine with an output of



exclusivity of a deluxe saloon car with



184 kW are both powerful, high-torque



the all-terrain qualities of a classic off-



engines assuring sports performance,



road vehicle.



and permitting trailer loads of up to 2,300 kg. Permanent four-wheel drive with limited-slip differential, working in close harmony with the air suspension,



Four-wheel drive, pulling power and ample ground clearance – the Audi allroad quattro takes the roughest of terrain in its stride.
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Audi A8
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A Responsible Form of Luxury – the Audi A8 Can a luxury-class vehicle demonstrate environmental responsibility? Can a diesel engine be dynamic and quiet-running? Can sports driving be compatible with a large operating range? The Audi A8 3.3 TDI quattro resolves apparent contradictions and sets new standards of progressive travel in luxurious style.



Hard to believe it’s a diesel Anyone looking for the ideal blend of



EUIII exhaust emissions standard right



verve, elegance, economy, range, re-



from its launch, and achieves outstand-



sponsibility and refinement will discover



ing fuel consumption figures. This re-



it in the new Audi A8 3.3 TDI quattro.



duces the burden on the environment.



The compact 165 kW V8 TDI engine,



In addition to the Audi A8’s already



which achieves its maximum torque of



extensive standard specification, the A8



480 Nm as low down as 1,800 rpm,



3.3 TDI quattro incorporates further



assures dynamic acceleration. The alu-



special features. The steering column



minium lightweight design concept,



with power-operated angle and reach



based on the Audi Space Frame ASF,



adjustment provides ever greater con-



also proves its worth because the lighter



venience and driving comfort.



body is easier to handle and conse-



The Audi A8 3.3 TDI quattro with



quently turns in an emphatically more



Audi Space Frame ASF, permanent four-



sporty performance. The permanent



wheel drive and five-speed tiptronic is a



four-wheel drive system in the quattro



unique combination of innovative



transfers the engine’s high torque to



technology, environmental awareness



the road in supreme style via all



and comfort.



wheels. The driver benefits from outstanding traction, superlative driving dynamics and active safety.
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The Audi A8 3.3 TDI has satisfied the
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New emphasis for technical concept



Thirteen centimetres that make all the



and equipment



difference



At the start of 1999, Audi unveiled an



The most elegant version of the Audi



updated model generation of the Audi



A8, unveiled at the 1999 Frankfurt



A8, featuring very restrained visual



Motor Show, offers more space for



modifications but significant technical



travelling, thinking and working. The



changes. The new eight-cylinder



long-wheelbase version of the Audi A8



engines with five-valve technology



has been available since October 1999,



offer more power and torque, coupled



as a quattro and with a V8 4.2 litre five-



with lower fuel consumption and



valve engine developing 228 kW. The



emissions. The innovative aluminium



five-speed tiptronic, supplied as stand-



suspension enhances rolling charac-



ard, permits the driver to choose



teristics, responsiveness, ride quality



between the sports control of manual



and operating dynamics.



gearshift and the convenience of auto-



The modified front grille, harmo-



matic transmission. The long-wheel-



niously matched bumpers with alumin-



base version’s standard specification



ium trim strips and new door handles



includes a comprehensive package of



create fresh visual accents. The Audi



extra-comfortable seats, leather equip-



A8’s interior is notable for its harmo-



ment and trim, tinted windows, and



nious, exclusive equipment.



xenon headlights with cleaning system



The high standard of safety on our



and automatic-dynamic beam height



standard-bearer has also been raised



control. The high expectations of rear



quite significantly: in addition to the cur-



passengers will not be disappointed:



rent airbag generation, the SIDEGUARD



there is an exceptional amount of space



head airbag system protects the head



and an aura of luxury. The longer rear



and shoulders of the car’s occupants.



doors blend harmoniously into the ele-



With the Electronic Stability Program



gant side lines, and make access even



ESP included as standard, the vehicle



more convenient. So that passengers



remains on course even in difficult



can make even better use of their time



situations.



on board, our subsidiary quattro GmbH supplies an office package as an option-



The optional electronic tyre-pressure monitoring system, available since August 1999, adds to driving safety and comfort in the Audi A8.



al extra, with scope for the customer to add further individual equipment items as required.
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S Models
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S for Superlative Supremely confident, without a hint of misplaced assertiveness. Power dressed in an elegant, tailor-made suit, with no compulsion to demonstrate muscle. Dynamic movement that signals driving pleasure, not aggression – these are all qualities of our range of S models, to which we added the new Audi S3 early in 1999 and the new Audi S6 in the autumn of 1999.



Supreme style ...



a very high boost pressure even at low



... is inborn in our S models. They have



engine speeds, with the result that there



a distinctive, sporty appearance placing



is no sign whatsoever of turbo lag.



the emphasis on restrained understate-



Sporty acceleration is a virtue shared



ment rather than superficial show. In



by all S models; the Audi S8 with the V8



addition to the red-and-silver S badge,



4.2 litre engine, for example, reaches



they can be identified by the flared wheel



100 km/h in 5.4 seconds. Permanent



arches, modified headlights, larger air



four-wheel drive distributes the en-



inlets and, from the Audi S6 upwards,



gine’s power variably between both



polished aluminium outside mirror hous-



sets of wheels, and permits swift



ings as standard. The double-pipe



acceleration where cars with only one



exhaust is another indication for the



drive axle would be held back by the



onlooker that these are cars with a spe-



vehicle electronics.



cial personality. The sound they make is another reflection of their person-



Statutory exclusive appeal ...



ality: the engine signals with quiet



... is part of the perfect balance between



determination just what it is capable of.



a dynamic sports machine and a sophisticated saloon. Sports seats in all
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Sports performance ...



S models provide optimum lateral sup-



... guarantees ample driving enjoyment



port and an ergonomically perfect seated



in all S models. Our five-valve technol-



position thanks to the power-adjusted



ogy guarantees high power output and



lumbar support. Tasteful trims on the



torque but low fuel consumption from



centre console and inner door panels in



the powerful turbo engines of the Audi



a variety of materials, depending on the



S3 and S4. The turbochargers generate



model, lend the interior a note of dis-
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you



for a



looking



Innovative technology and



car ...



a new form of



agility



The A2 resolves seemingly irreconcilable contradictions: it is a common-sense car that is nevertheless not dull; its fuel consumption is low, but it



Audi A2



that has an outstanding amount of space for four people,



is still fun to drive; it is compact, yet exceptionally spacious inside.



that has a distinctive, progressive design,



Its rear footwell is lower than the front footwell. This significantly increases the amount of



that incorporates innovative technology,



interior space and headroom available. The interthat is fun to drive and remarkably powerful, comfortable and safe, that achieves low fuel consumption



ior is also remarkable for its versatility. It is not



?



only possible to simply fold the backrests down, each rear seat can also be folded again or even removed entirely. With its service module, the Audi A2 also redefines the standard when it comes to ease of servicing: instead of a conventional radiator grille, it has a folding flap which opens up. The oil dipstick and filler caps for engine oil and washer fluid are located conveniently behind this flap.



Responsibility means acting with



With its progressive design, fascinating tech-



foresight



nology and unconventional features such as the Open Sky System – a glass roof available as an option – the Audi A2 creates an entirely new class



Demonstrate a sense of responsibility for people and



within the compact car segment.



the environment through the car you drive – with



Audi will be launching the A2 in the first half



the aid of aluminium.



of 2000. Two different 1.4 litre engines will be



The use of this lightweight metal protects our



available initially: a TDI three-cylinder engine and



natural resources and reduces the burden on the en-



a four-cylinder spark-ignition engine, both with an



vironment. The bulk of the aluminium used by Audi



output of 55 kW.



is produced in regions where regenerable, highly



We in addition unveiled the world’s first three-



efficient energy sources, such as hydroelectric power,



litre, four-door car – the A2 1.2 TDI with an output



are available in abundance. Aluminium’s outstand-



of 45 kW – in November 1999.



ing suitability for recycling is a further argument in



A plant with a



future



favour of this material. Secondary aluminium can, for example, be produced with a fraction of the en-



Audi’s expertise in lightweight design stretches



ergy required to obtain its primary form. The use of



back to the concept definition and production de-



aluminium in volume production will significantly



velopment of the A8. However, in order to build



boost the amount of secondary aluminium avail-



the Audi A2, the first volume-production vehicle



able for automotive production.



with aluminium body, it was necessary to develop



Fuel consumption accounts for the lion’s share



new technologies, processes, tools and produc-



of the total energy consumed by a car throughout



tion methods, in some cases from scratch. Five



its life. There are various options for developing



years ago, Audi set up an Aluminium Centre at its



more economical vehicles:



Neckarsulm plant, where the body structure of



• reduced rolling resistance,



the Audi A2 was first created.



• aerodynamic body designs,



In building the new aluminium model, the A2,



• optimized driveline and, in particular,



the Neckarsulm plant has taken on a further major



• further reduction in weight.



challenge. When operating at full capacity, over



Whereas the use of aluminium in the car indus-



1,500 workers are engaged in production of the



try was regarded as mere experimentation until just



A2. The production capacity for the new model is



a few years ago, it is now a key means of bringing



around 60,000 cars per year. In 1999, Audi invested



down vehicle weights and therefore cutting fuel



over DM 400 million in the production facilities



consumption.



and special tools for the A2. The latest addition to Audi’s model range is thus both helping to safe-
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guard jobs and contributing towards the qualitative growth of the Neckarsulm plant.
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From



vision to reality the



Innovations



The new multitronic’s link-plate chain, comprising 1,025 steel links, permits continuous, permanent transmission of extremely high forces and torques.



–



Audi A2, built for the third millennium!



tinction. The three-spoke leather sports



engine, well camouflaged beneath the



always remains perfectly in control. The



restrained elegance that typifies the



alarm system, Driver Information Sys-



external appearance of Audi S models,



tem DIS and powerful xenon head-



is immense: the S6 power unit devel-



lights are all included in the standard



ops 300 Nm at engine speeds only



specification.



slightly higher than idling, and reaches peak torque of 420 Nm at only 3,400



Safety ...



rpm. The Audi S6 sprints from 0 to 100



... involves more than simply having



km/h in 5.7 seconds and is electron-



power in reserve; it is about keeping



ically governed to a top speed of



power safely under control. Permanent



250 km/h.



four-wheel drive and our Electronic Sta-



Always a Step Ahead



carnation



An in



There is no guarantee that those who have built good cars in the past will still be leading the field in the future. In all areas of our company, dynamic processes are



In 1994, Audi heralded in a revolution in the car



evolving ever more swiftly. The buzzwords are organizational learning, networked,



The Audi S6 has a lower-slung ver-



bility Program ESP combine to provide



sion of the aluminium suspension used



maximum active safety – all as stand-



on the Audi A6 4.2 quattro; this suspen-



ard. On the one hand, a quattro permits



sion has been systematically tuned for



higher cornering forces, and on the other



sports performance, responding with



hand the rare, very gentle, subtle regula-



precision to even minute adjustment of



ting action of the ESP makes the vehicle



the steering. The engine compartment



even easier to control. The high-perform-



lid and front wings are likewise made



ance brakes reflect the high perform-



of aluminium.



ance of S models and assure optimum



in aluminium



The tractive power of the V8 4.2 litre



steering wheel ensures that the driver



deceleration.



With its high-quality details, the exclusive interior satisfies the expectations of discerning customers in the



Stunning technology ...



upmarket sports segment. Electrically



... is comfortably at home in the new



adjustable sports seats, in tasteful com-



holistic thinking, and paradigm changes. We respond with innovation and foresight



Audi S6. Its launch at the Frankfurt Motor



binations of Alcantara and leather,



to the challenges they bring.



Show rounded off the unique range of



provide an outstanding standard of



integrate large, partially self-supporting alumin-



Audi S versions. The S6 holds the



comfort with their pronounced seat side



ium body panels into a high-strength aluminium



power to set the pulse racing: it has en-



sections and extending thigh rests.



raptured both customers and the trade



Carbon fibre or walnut trims in the



with its perfect combination of tech-



instrument panel and inside door



nology, power and comfort.



panels, the roof lining in Alcantara and



industry when it launched the A8 – an all-aluminium car based on the Audi Space Frame ASF. The fundamental idea of the ASF concept was to



frame structure. The frame itself consists of ex-



Revolutionizing ride comfort and con-



truded sections joined together by means of vac-



sumption: the multitronic transmission



The Audi A6 2.8 with multitronic accelerates from 0 to 100 km/h 1.3 sec-



uum diecast nodes. This body structure exhibits



How often in the past did the notion of



onds faster than with the conventional



very high strength, yet is low in weight. The



automatic transmission conjure up



fixed-ratio automatic, and even beats



structural principle of the A8 set new standards of



visions of high fuel consumption and



an equivalent car making optimum use



safety and fuel consumption, and helped to



sluggish, rough acceleration? Since late



of a manual gearbox over the same



reduce the burden on the environment.



1999, these have been a thing of the



stretch.



The Audi A2 is the logical evolution of this



past!



technology: it is the first model in the world to



The flowing ratios of the continuously



complete the stylish atmosphere.



The nerve-centre of the multitronic is the variator, comprising two sets of



have a volume-built all-aluminium body. The



variable automatic transmission, in the



V-pulleys, between which a link-plate



evolutionary Audi Space Frame ASF on which the



guise of the new multitronic, open up a



chain is wedged. One pulley-half of



A2 is based represents a further landmark in the



new dimension in drivetrain quality. The



each set is able to move axially, and



development of lightweight construction.



new transmission generation, in addition



can be adjusted by means of hydraulic



to offering jolt-free driving and outstand-



pressure. Depending on the driving



concept is the reduced number of component



ing refinement, is extremely quiet-run-



situation, the ratio can thus be varied



parts; this has made it possible to build the car in



ning. Its fuel consumption, too, is exem-



in a virtually infinite number of steps,



large numbers. For example the side section, from



plary: more economical than a manual



in effect continuously. But unlike con-



the front roof post to the luggage compartment



gearbox, the multitronic furthers our



ventional CVT transmissions, the revo-



edge, including the door cutouts, is pressed from



ecological aims without burning a hole



lutionary multitronic avoids what is



a single piece of aluminium. Advanced joining



in our customers’ pockets. The new



know as the »rubber-band« effect,



techniques assure maximum strength in conjunc-



transmission harmonizes well with the



which severely impairs ride comfort.



tion with low weight. The tare weight of the Audi



engine, for dynamic, lively performance.



A decisive difference compared with the A8



the leather sports steering wheel



A2 is a mere 895 kg – much less than that of a conventional steel-bodied car of this size.
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Innovative technology and
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The A2 resolves seemingly irreconcilable contradictions: it is a common-sense car that is nevertheless not dull; its fuel consumption is low, but it



Audi A2



that has an outstanding amount of space for four people,



is still fun to drive; it is compact, yet exceptionally spacious inside.



that has a distinctive, progressive design,



Its rear footwell is lower than the front footwell. This significantly increases the amount of



that incorporates innovative technology,



interior space and headroom available. The interthat is fun to drive and remarkably powerful, comfortable and safe, that achieves low fuel consumption



ior is also remarkable for its versatility. It is not
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only possible to simply fold the backrests down, each rear seat can also be folded again or even removed entirely. With its service module, the Audi A2 also redefines the standard when it comes to ease of servicing: instead of a conventional radiator grille, it has a folding flap which opens up. The oil dipstick and filler caps for engine oil and washer fluid are located conveniently behind this flap.



Responsibility means acting with



With its progressive design, fascinating tech-



foresight



nology and unconventional features such as the Open Sky System – a glass roof available as an option – the Audi A2 creates an entirely new class



Demonstrate a sense of responsibility for people and



within the compact car segment.



the environment through the car you drive – with



Audi will be launching the A2 in the first half



the aid of aluminium.



of 2000. Two different 1.4 litre engines will be



The use of this lightweight metal protects our



available initially: a TDI three-cylinder engine and



natural resources and reduces the burden on the en-



a four-cylinder spark-ignition engine, both with an



vironment. The bulk of the aluminium used by Audi



output of 55 kW.



is produced in regions where regenerable, highly



We in addition unveiled the world’s first three-



efficient energy sources, such as hydroelectric power,



litre, four-door car – the A2 1.2 TDI with an output



are available in abundance. Aluminium’s outstand-



of 45 kW – in November 1999.



ing suitability for recycling is a further argument in



A plant with a



future



favour of this material. Secondary aluminium can, for example, be produced with a fraction of the en-



Audi’s expertise in lightweight design stretches



ergy required to obtain its primary form. The use of



back to the concept definition and production de-



aluminium in volume production will significantly



velopment of the A8. However, in order to build



boost the amount of secondary aluminium avail-



the Audi A2, the first volume-production vehicle



able for automotive production.



with aluminium body, it was necessary to develop



Fuel consumption accounts for the lion’s share



new technologies, processes, tools and produc-



of the total energy consumed by a car throughout



tion methods, in some cases from scratch. Five



its life. There are various options for developing



years ago, Audi set up an Aluminium Centre at its



more economical vehicles:



Neckarsulm plant, where the body structure of



• reduced rolling resistance,



the Audi A2 was first created.



• aerodynamic body designs,



In building the new aluminium model, the A2,



• optimized driveline and, in particular,



the Neckarsulm plant has taken on a further major



• further reduction in weight.



challenge. When operating at full capacity, over



Whereas the use of aluminium in the car indus-



1,500 workers are engaged in production of the



try was regarded as mere experimentation until just



A2. The production capacity for the new model is



a few years ago, it is now a key means of bringing



around 60,000 cars per year. In 1999, Audi invested



down vehicle weights and therefore cutting fuel



over DM 400 million in the production facilities



consumption.



and special tools for the A2. The latest addition to Audi’s model range is thus both helping to safe-
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guard jobs and contributing towards the qualitative growth of the Neckarsulm plant.
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From



vision to reality the



Innovations



The new multitronic’s link-plate chain, comprising 1,025 steel links, permits continuous, permanent transmission of extremely high forces and torques.



–



Audi A2, built for the third millennium!



tinction. The three-spoke leather sports



engine, well camouflaged beneath the



always remains perfectly in control. The



restrained elegance that typifies the



alarm system, Driver Information Sys-



external appearance of Audi S models,



tem DIS and powerful xenon head-



is immense: the S6 power unit devel-



lights are all included in the standard



ops 300 Nm at engine speeds only



specification.



slightly higher than idling, and reaches peak torque of 420 Nm at only 3,400



Safety ...



rpm. The Audi S6 sprints from 0 to 100



... involves more than simply having



km/h in 5.7 seconds and is electron-



power in reserve; it is about keeping



ically governed to a top speed of



power safely under control. Permanent



250 km/h.



four-wheel drive and our Electronic Sta-



Always a Step Ahead



carnation



An in



There is no guarantee that those who have built good cars in the past will still be leading the field in the future. In all areas of our company, dynamic processes are



In 1994, Audi heralded in a revolution in the car



evolving ever more swiftly. The buzzwords are organizational learning, networked,



The Audi S6 has a lower-slung ver-



bility Program ESP combine to provide



sion of the aluminium suspension used



maximum active safety – all as stand-



on the Audi A6 4.2 quattro; this suspen-



ard. On the one hand, a quattro permits



sion has been systematically tuned for



higher cornering forces, and on the other



sports performance, responding with



hand the rare, very gentle, subtle regula-



precision to even minute adjustment of



ting action of the ESP makes the vehicle



the steering. The engine compartment



even easier to control. The high-perform-



lid and front wings are likewise made



ance brakes reflect the high perform-



of aluminium.



ance of S models and assure optimum



in aluminium



The tractive power of the V8 4.2 litre



steering wheel ensures that the driver



deceleration.



With its high-quality details, the exclusive interior satisfies the expectations of discerning customers in the



Stunning technology ...



upmarket sports segment. Electrically



... is comfortably at home in the new



adjustable sports seats, in tasteful com-



holistic thinking, and paradigm changes. We respond with innovation and foresight



Audi S6. Its launch at the Frankfurt Motor



binations of Alcantara and leather,



to the challenges they bring.



Show rounded off the unique range of



provide an outstanding standard of



integrate large, partially self-supporting alumin-



Audi S versions. The S6 holds the



comfort with their pronounced seat side



ium body panels into a high-strength aluminium



power to set the pulse racing: it has en-



sections and extending thigh rests.



raptured both customers and the trade



Carbon fibre or walnut trims in the



with its perfect combination of tech-



instrument panel and inside door



nology, power and comfort.



panels, the roof lining in Alcantara and



industry when it launched the A8 – an all-aluminium car based on the Audi Space Frame ASF. The fundamental idea of the ASF concept was to



frame structure. The frame itself consists of ex-



Revolutionizing ride comfort and con-



truded sections joined together by means of vac-



sumption: the multitronic transmission



The Audi A6 2.8 with multitronic accelerates from 0 to 100 km/h 1.3 sec-



uum diecast nodes. This body structure exhibits



How often in the past did the notion of



onds faster than with the conventional



very high strength, yet is low in weight. The



automatic transmission conjure up



fixed-ratio automatic, and even beats



structural principle of the A8 set new standards of



visions of high fuel consumption and



an equivalent car making optimum use



safety and fuel consumption, and helped to



sluggish, rough acceleration? Since late



of a manual gearbox over the same



reduce the burden on the environment.



1999, these have been a thing of the



stretch.



The Audi A2 is the logical evolution of this



past!



technology: it is the first model in the world to



The flowing ratios of the continuously



complete the stylish atmosphere.



The nerve-centre of the multitronic is the variator, comprising two sets of



have a volume-built all-aluminium body. The



variable automatic transmission, in the



V-pulleys, between which a link-plate



evolutionary Audi Space Frame ASF on which the



guise of the new multitronic, open up a



chain is wedged. One pulley-half of



A2 is based represents a further landmark in the



new dimension in drivetrain quality. The



each set is able to move axially, and



development of lightweight construction.



new transmission generation, in addition



can be adjusted by means of hydraulic



to offering jolt-free driving and outstand-



pressure. Depending on the driving



concept is the reduced number of component



ing refinement, is extremely quiet-run-



situation, the ratio can thus be varied



parts; this has made it possible to build the car in



ning. Its fuel consumption, too, is exem-



in a virtually infinite number of steps,



large numbers. For example the side section, from



plary: more economical than a manual



in effect continuously. But unlike con-



the front roof post to the luggage compartment



gearbox, the multitronic furthers our



ventional CVT transmissions, the revo-



edge, including the door cutouts, is pressed from



ecological aims without burning a hole



lutionary multitronic avoids what is



a single piece of aluminium. Advanced joining



in our customers’ pockets. The new



know as the »rubber-band« effect,



techniques assure maximum strength in conjunc-



transmission harmonizes well with the



which severely impairs ride comfort.



tion with low weight. The tare weight of the Audi



engine, for dynamic, lively performance.



A decisive difference compared with the A8



the leather sports steering wheel



A2 is a mere 895 kg – much less than that of a conventional steel-bodied car of this size.
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Starting with the V6 2.8 litre engine and front-wheel drive in the Audi A6, the multitronic will gradually be introduced on other engine versions and models. The Audi multitronic sets new standards in respect of fuel consumption, performance and comfort. Numerous patent applications for the multitronic serve to underline our guiding principle of »Vorsprung durch Technik« and once again single us out as a technological trendsetter.



moment. The system comprises several components, such as a car phone, a



New methods in vehicle safety:



GPS aerial, an emergency-call and ser-



lightweight crash elements



vice button, a suitable display and,



All the while intensively refining alu-



optionally, the navigation system



minium technology, Audi also devotes



»Plus«. At the heart of Audi telematics



plenty of attention to other base



is a complex computer unit which estab-



materials.



lishes intelligent links between the data



One of our many projects currently



supplied by around 2,500 sensors



in progress has the aim of developing



monitoring Germany’s autobahn net-



a fibre-composite telescoping tube for



work, and your personal route plan.



use as a crash element in the body and



In the event of unexpected prob-



suspension zone. A team of specialists



lems, every minute may be vital: via



is currently conducting tests with this



GPS position-finding and the car phone,



component for the front safety zone of



Audi telematics can be used to summon



the Audi A8, for example; this element



swift assistance in the event of a break-



will weigh almost 40 percent less than



down or crash; in an emergency, crash



the current production part, and is



sensors even do this automatically.



intended to absorb almost ten percent



We will be one of the first car manu-



more energy. The tube’s optimum struc-



facturers to offer our customers such an



ture is based on a fixed ratio of carbon



integrated, networked telematics system.



and aramid fibres. In the event of a crash, instead of the composite material



What distinguishes a good supplier?



being destroyed, the tube is gradually



Innovative strength is of critical import-



opened out and is turned inside out.



ance both to us and to our suppliers,



The result is improved energy absorp-



and it will remain one of the key criteria



tion efficiency compared with the alu-



according to which we choose them.



minium tubes currently in use, which



We want suppliers who contribute more



collapse according to the folding-dent



to our products than just high-quality



principle in an accident.



content, delivered at the right time and



The timing and extent of its produc-



at the agreed price. The capability and



tion start are currently still open. How-



enthusiasm to innovate, the capacity to



ever, the first successful tests have



see the scope for improvement and the



confirmed that the developers have



readiness to act on their perceptions



come up with a very promising



are what ultimately matter most. Com-



concept.



mitment and a sense of responsibility for the entire process chain are also



A system with a future – Audi telematics



vitally important.



Steadily increasing numbers of vehicles



In recognition of these qualities, we



on the roads, accidents and congestion



presented 29 German and foreign com-



are unalterable facts. But there are



panies with our »1998 Supplier of the



intelligent ways of avoiding traffic



Year« awards at the start of last year’s



obstructions: our new telematics supply



Festival of Speed in Goodwood, Great



the right information at the right



Britain.
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Motor sport/TDI engines



24_25



The 24-hour race in France – an endurance test for man and machine.



Le Mans 1999 in Retrospect Audi made its successful Le Mans début, claiming a place on the winners’ rostrum at the very first attempt. The two entirely new Audi R8R cars finished in third and fourth place.



Maintaining a noble tradition



over 35 kW more than the Roadster.



The R8 sports racing car opened a new



The rules permit the open R8R to race



chapter in our long and illustrious his-



on wider tyres, which improve its road



tory of motor sport: following its tri-



behaviour and allow higher cornering



umphs in rally competition, on the rac-



speeds.



ing circuits of the USA and in the world



Audi was able to develop both



of international touring-car racing, Audi



models largely in parallel: the engine,



made its first appearance at Le Mans



transmission, brakes and rear axle are



in 1999.



identical on the Roadster and Coupé.



This legendary 24-hour race offers an ideal opportunity to demonstrate



A day at the races –



technological expertise in the face of



24 hours on the circuit



international competition. It is here that



1999 was one of the most intensely



numerous technical innovations first



competitive and exciting races in the



made their breakthrough before finding



history of Le Mans. Only half of the 46



their way into production cars.



teams which started actually crossed the finishing line almost 5,000 kilome-



Sports racing cars without



tres later. This gave Audi all the more



compromise



reason to be satisfied with its début



To be ideally equipped for every even-



performance.



tuality, Audi entered two different ver-



crowned by another win in the Super



and the closed R8C Coupé. Thanks to



Touring Car Championship – this time



its lower drag coefficient, the flat R8C,



by Christian Abt driving an Audi A4



standing only 98 centimetres high, is



quattro for the Abt team.



ideal for the straight. The Coupé’s en24



Our 1999 motor sport season was



sions of the R8: the open R8R Roadster,



gine has an output of more than 440 kW –
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Sophistication and Refinement Need diesel engines be loud? Does more power always go hand in hand with higher consumption? Why can’t a diesel engine also be sporty, refined and kind to our planet’s resources? In unveiling its revolutionary TDI technology in 1989, Audi initiated a lasting paradigm change, and has since been gradually building on its expertise in engine design. The diesel revolution



• The tried-and-tested distributor-type



Audi presented the world’s first passen-



fuel injection pump, as used for in-



ger-car diesel engine with direct fuel



stance on the 2.5 litre, 110 kW TDI, is



injection at the 1989 Frankfurt Motor



suitable for engines with up to six cyl-



Show, impressively demolishing the



inders. Thanks to the injection charac-



notion that this technical principle could



teristic, pressures of up to 1,850 bar



not be transferred from commercial



are currently possible.



vehicles to cars. The 2.5 litre, five-cylin-



• The common rail system of the V8



der TDI engine with an output of 88 kW



3.3 litre TDI engine, which develops



and a maximum torque of 265 Nm set



165 kW, supplies a constant high



new standards of fuel consumption



pressure of 1,350 bar for eight-cylinder



and output on the then Audi 100.



engines. A flexible start of delivery, in



The Audi idea had triumphed, and



conjunction with high road perfor-



further landmarks in TDI technology fol-



mance, results in outstandingly quiet



lowed: in 1993, when the V8 TDI study



running properties.



version appeared in the Audi ASF con-



Audi uses all three systems in par-



cept car at the Frankfurt Motor Show,



allel, depending on which one is best



Audi switched its entire diesel range to



suited to requirements.



TDI engines. Gradual refinements and new en-



Diesel technology of the highest calibre



gines, such as the V6 TDI with an output



1999 was the year in which Audi re-



of 110 kW and four-valve technology,



deemed its promise, made at the 1993



were developed. The 165 kW V8 TDI,



Frankfurt Motor Show, by rounding off



the launch of which coincided with the



its range of diesel models with the Audi



tenth anniversary of the first TDI en-



A8 3.3 TDI quattro. This engine exhibits



gine, is the latest in a long line of



outstanding torque even at low engine



outstanding TDI engines.



speeds, and correspondingly lively performance. It propels the A8 from 0 to



All a question of philosophy



100 km/h in 8.2 seconds, with all the



The high pressure which is required for



refinement of a spark-ignition engine.



these high-tech diesel engines can cur-



The V8 TDI sets new standards of



rently be generated in three different



fuel consumption, while satisfying the



ways.



requirements of the EUIII exhaust emis-



• The pump-injector system, for ex-



sions standard right from its produc-



ample on the 1.9 litre, 85 kW TDI en-



tion launch. Drivers of an Audi A8 3.3



gine, is particularly suitable for three



TDI quattro enjoy supreme standards



and four-cylinder engines with two-



of dynamic performance, while demon-



valve technology. It generates cur-



strating environmental awareness and



rently the highest injection pressure



responsibility for the world in which we



of more than 2,000 bar.
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Environment
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Economy and Ecology can be Balanced Many companies merely practise environmental protection because they are obliged to do so by law. At Audi, by contrast, a policy of improving the environmental situation far beyond the measure required by law is firmly rooted in all processes. At all production locations worldwide, we endeavour to undercut statutory limits and to comply with them earlier than is necessary.



From raw material to recycling –



growth in this light. The company has



integrated environmental protection



been able to record notable successes



The basic tenet of industrial environ-



here in recent years. For instance, around



mental protection at Audi is that »pre-



95 percent of all waste generated at



vention is better than cure«. Every



Ingolstadt is recycled. The proportion of



material, from adhesives to paints, and



commercial waste which is treated as



every processing technique that is to



domestic refuse and not recycled has



be used at Audi must withstand rigor-



fallen by around 87 percent over the



ous scrutiny in order to obtain our ap-



past ten years. The level of toxic waste



proval. We endeavour to avoid environ-



generated at the Neckarsulm plant has



mental pollution wherever possible by



been significantly reduced: whereas



considering the entire process chain,



almost 30 kg of such waste were gener-



from the primary exploitation of a raw



ated per vehicle as recently as 1996,



material to its recycling. The systematic



the figure in 1999 was only 22.5 kg.



use of aluminium on the Audi A8 and



pollution. At our Ingolstadt plant, for



production car with an all-aluminium



example, emissions of organic com-



body, is a case in point.



pounds per vehicle were cut by around



Integrated environmental protection at Audi involves more than simply an



26



Much has also been done to control



the new Audi A2, the first volume-



72 percent between 1991 and 1999. One of our visions is the effluent-



array of isolated measures; it means



free factory: at the new paint shops at



methodically avoiding unnecessary



the Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm plants, al-



waste in all phases of the value creation



most the entire process water is recircu-



chain, and reassessing commercial



lated. At Ingolstadt, we have moreover
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succeeded in reducing the amount of



sulm (1995) and Ingolstadt (1997). A key



effluent per vehicle by around 61 per-



objective of the EU Environmental Audit



cent since 1988.



is to pursue the systematic improvement of industrial environmental protection,



Efficient use of energy:



for example in an environmental pro-



combined heat and power



gramme which lays down specific tar-



To reduce the burden on the environ-



gets and designates who is responsible



ment still further, and in particular to



for the individual measures.



reduce carbon dioxide emissions, it is



Although Hungary is not yet a mem-



imperative to cut consumption of pri-



ber of the EU, Audi has nevertheless



mary energy. A project completed in



decided to accredit the Hungarian sub-



January 1999 at the Ingolstadt plant



sidiary according to the stringent Euro-



demonstrates how modern technology



pean Union directives. In return for



goes easier on the environment specif-



validation, the company undertakes to



ically in this area, and in the long term



submit itself to renewed examination



also saves money.



by an independent environmental



Two huge gas turbines not only



auditor after three years.



supply heat, but can also deliver cooling air and generate electricity. Audi in-



A question of attitude



vested some DM 40 million in this com-



Active environmental protection is not



plex plant. It is designed to convert nat-



simply an organizational task; it is al-



ural gas initially into electrical energy,



ways a question of fundamental atti-



most of which is then used to generate



tudes, too. Our philosophy of environ-



compressed air. Heat is in addition ob-



mental management therefore also



tained from the waste gases produced



involves motivating and sensitizing the



as the natural gas is burned off, and



workforce. Environmental responsibil-



used in the form of heating energy, for



ity for example forms part of vocational



example.



training courses at Audi: through ex-



In the car industry, heat is needed



cursions, group exercises and environ-



for other purposes than simply heating



ment projects, Audi teaches its appren-



production halls and offices in winter.



tices about airborne and water pollution



A large portion of the thermal energy



control, and waste and energy manage-



consumed is required for the paint shop,



ment. General information on environ-



where heat and cold are required for



mental protection is also disseminated



conditioning the paints.



regularly in the employee newspaper



As a result of the overall system’s high efficiency of around 80 percent



»Audimobil«. The in-house environmental pro-



and a capacity utilization of around



tection representatives also play an



7,500 hours at full load per year, con-



important part in handling environmen-



sumption of natural gas and carbon



tal management tasks at Audi: they act



dioxide emissions are both lower by



as the mouthpiece of the Environment



around 25 percent, compared with con-



Officer and assist their respective de-



ventional power generation methods.



partmental heads in performing environmental protection tasks. There were 69



A trio of environmental excellence In September 1999, AUDI HUNGARIA



such representatives at the end of 1999. The environmental statements by



MOTOR Kft. in Györ became one of the



our Ingolstadt, Neckarsulm and Györ



first Hungarian companies to be volun-



plants, copies of which can be supplied



tarily accredited according to the EU



by us on request, contain all significant



Environmental Management and Audit



data on environmental protection at



Scheme. Györ is now the third officially



Audi.



accredited Audi plant, alongside Neckar-
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Assuming Responsibility Offering our employees attractive career prospects and strengthening their sense



Employees



of individual responsibility are the key challenges of personnel work. We seek to challenge and advance our workforce. Each individual at Audi actively contributes towards the future of the car industry. Enthusiasm for progressive technology is the recurring theme. The result: innovative, attractive products that help to secure jobs!



Greater flexibility with time »bonds«



To mark the company’s 50th anni-



In addition to statutory and negotiated



versary in Ingolstadt, we piloted this



part-time arrangements for those ap-



project together with the Ingolstadt



proaching retirement age, AUDI AG



employment office and the company



offers its employees a further attractive



»in arbeit GmbH« founded by the city



way of cushioning the financial impact



authorities. Its various schemes are



of early retirement. Our employees can



designed to help re-integrate the long-



opt to receive time »bonds« in return



term unemployed or disabled into



for surrendering their entitlement to



working life.



various bonus payments, such as profit-



For each of the next five years, Audi



sharing. The amounts in question are



has undertaken to employ the 50 most



invested in special funds. Before reach-



successful participants in this pre-voca-



ing retirement age, employees then re-



tional scheme.



deem their time »bonds« in exchange for paid leave. It is also possible to



Jobs, not overtime



combine this scheme with gradual



In launching the »Time Account Reor-



retirement through part-time work.



ganization« pilot project, the Neckar-



We regard redeemable time »bonds«



sulm plant took on a pioneering role in



as a further means of allowing employ-



the company and the car industry as a



ees to move flexibly into retirement



whole. Audi now limits the amount of



and improving their provision for old



paid overtime per employee per month.



age. They also help us to hold onto our workforce and to create new jobs.



These arrangements were adopted at Ingolstadt at the start of 2000. Reduced levels of overtime and more



A new start



flexible working hours minimize tem-



Being presented with a job opening



porary fluctuations in the workforce



after a lengthy period of unemployment –



and permit the creation of new jobs:



Audi helped make this dream come



our contribution to Germany’s alliance



true for 50 people in 1999, relaunching



for jobs!



their careers through its »Initiative for Employment and Support« training scheme.
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Die Welt ist unser unser Markt. Markt.



Ein interessanteres Berufsleben - Ihr Wechsel zu uns: Ein interessanteres Berufsleben - Ihr Wechsel zu uns: Fahrverhalten und Fahrkomfort sind entscheidende Erfolgsfaktoren in der Fahrverhalten und Fahrkomfort sind entscheidende Erfolgsfaktoren in der Automobilentwicklung. Wenn Sie in Ihrem Beruf erfolgreich etwas bewegen Automobilentwicklung. Wenn Sie in Ihrem Beruf erfolgreich etwas bewegen möchten und sich an anspruchsvollen Aufgaben qualifiziert weiterentwickeln möchten und sich an anspruchsvollen Aufgaben qualifiziert weiterentwickeln wollen, bietet Audi Ihnen diese seltenen Möglichkeiten. Denn die automobile wollen, bietet Audi Ihnen diese seltenen Möglichkeiten. Denn die automobile Zukunft wird gerade neu gestaltet, und wir bauen unsere Führungspositionen Zukunft wird gerade neu gestaltet, und wir bauen unsere Führungspositionen auch in der Entwicklung Fahrwerk zukunftsweisend aus. Dazu kommt, daß auch in der Entwicklung Fahrwerk zukunftsweisend aus. Dazu kommt, daß Audi auf dem Weltmarkt agiert. Daß Sie sich bei uns voll einbringen können Audi auf dem Weltmarkt agiert. Daß Sie sich bei uns voll einbringen können und auch kreative Freiräume haben, halten wir für selbstverständlich. und auch kreative Freiräume haben, halten wir für selbstverständlich.



Audi and its agency Becker & Engelmann received the award »Best Personnel Advertisements of 1999« in the »Advertisements for Specialist and Management Employees« category for this advertisement.



Fachlich und persönlich - Ihre Qualitäten: Fordernd und vielfältig - Ihre Aufgaben: Fordernd und vielfältig - Ihre Aufgaben: Fachlich und persönlich - Ihre Qualitäten: Sie sind Maschinenbau-Ingenieur/in (TU/FH) oder haben eine vergleichbare Ausbildung. Sie arbeiten seit mindestens 4 Jahren im Im Arbeitsbereich Fahrwerkabstimmung und Fahrdynamik liegt Im Arbeitsbereich Fahrwerkabstimmung und Fahrdynamik liegt Sie sind Maschinenbau-Ingenieur/in (TU/FH) oder haben eine vergleichbare Ausbildung. Sie arbeiten seit mindestens 4 Jahren im Bereich Fahrversuch oder Fahrwerkabstimmung und sind in der Lage, das Fahrverhalten eines PKWs bis in den Grenzbereich zu Ihr Aufgabenschwerpunkt in der Abstimmung von FederungsIhr Aufgabenschwerpunkt in der Abstimmung von FederungsBereich Fahrversuch oder Fahrwerkabstimmung und sind in der Lage, das Fahrverhalten eines PKWs bis in den Grenzbereich zu beherrschen und zu beurteilen. Ebenso benötigen Sie Kreativität und Mut für das Neue - so daß Ihr innovatives Denken und Handeln und Dämpfungssystemen oder in der Auslegung der Kinematik und Dämpfungssystemen oder in der Auslegung der Kinematik beherrschen und zu beurteilen. Ebenso benötigen Sie Kreativität und Mut für das Neue - so daß Ihr innovatives Denken und Handeln uns und Sie weiterbringt. Sie sind es gewohnt, selbständig zu arbeiten und Ihre Ergebnisse zu vermitteln und durchzusetzen; dazu sind und Elastokinematik zur Erreichung eines optimalen Fahr- und und Elastokinematik zur Erreichung eines optimalen Fahr- und uns und Sie weiterbringt. Sie sind es gewohnt, selbständig zu arbeiten und Ihre Ergebnisse zu vermitteln und durchzusetzen; dazu sind insbesondere Organisationstalent und Konfliktfähigkeit gefordert. Ihre Englischkenntnisse sind sehr gut. Komfortverhaltens. Sie machen Fahrversuche, werten diese aus Komfortverhaltens. Sie machen Fahrversuche, werten diese aus insbesondere Organisationstalent und Konfliktfähigkeit gefordert. Ihre Englischkenntnisse sind sehr gut. und bestimmen die relevanten Kenngrößen von Federung, und bestimmen die relevanten Kenngrößen von Federung, Schicken Sie uns Ihre Bewerbungsunterlagen. Wir antworten schnell. Vertraulichkeit ist sicher. AUDI AG, Personalmarketing I/SP-2, Dämpfung, Stabilisierung oder Elastokinematik. Ergänzend sind Dämpfung, Stabilisierung oder Elastokinematik. Ergänzend sind Schicken Sie uns Ihre Bewerbungsunterlagen. Wir antworten schnell. Vertraulichkeit ist sicher. AUDI AG, Personalmarketing I/SP-2, D-85045 Ingolstadt. Oder rufen Sie uns an. Ihr Ansprechpartner: Herr Sauter, Tel. 0841/89-5249. Audi AG im Internet: http/www.audi.de Sie für die versuchsseitige Erprobung des Bauteils Stoßdämpfer Sie für die versuchsseitige Erprobung des Bauteils Stoßdämpfer D-85045 Ingolstadt. Oder rufen Sie uns an. Ihr Ansprechpartner: Herr Sauter, Tel. 0841/89-5249. Audi AG im Internet: http/www.audi.de zuständig. Bei allen Aufgabenstellungen arbeiten Sie sehr eng zuständig. Bei allen Aufgabenstellungen arbeiten Sie sehr eng mit internen Fachabteilungen und externen Partnern zusammen. mit internen Fachabteilungen und externen Partnern zusammen.



Unser Bestes gegen extreme und überraschende Fahrsituationen Unser Bestes gegen extreme und überraschende Fahrsituationen waren schon immer extrem gute Fahrwerke. waren schon immer extrem gute Fahrwerke. Willkommen als Experte (m,w) in der Fahrwerkabstimmung und Fahrdynamik! Willkommen als Experte (m,w) in der Fahrwerkabstimmung und Fahrdynamik!



New approaches to recruiting the next



workshop itself concentrated on help-



generation



ing the participants to discover Audi in



The purpose of the »Study and Experi-



person. Through the extensive pro-



ence in Practice« programme is to train



gramme, Audi presented its many facets



up young engineers ourselves. The pro-



to these professionally experienced



gramme, known as StEP for short, en-



engineers.



ables motivated young people with a



The systematic recruitment, appoint-



higher school-leaving certificate to com-



ment and integration of young employ-



plete vocational training as an industrial



ees will remain a priority in the future.



mechanic at Audi and Industrial Engineering studies at Ingolstadt Technical



Engendering new skills



College in only five years. From Sep-



The know-how, ability and enthusiasm



tember 2000, it will also be possible to



of our workforce play a decisive part in



train as an industrial electronics engin-



strengthening our market position.



eer, while studying Electrical Engineer-



Since we regard above-average



ing and IT. These young engineers with



qualifications and social skills as equally



their highly practical training can sub-



important, we hold seminars dedicated



sequently be employed in particular in



to supporting the specialist and per-



the production sector and neighbour-



sonal development of our employees.



ing areas.



One of the focal topics is customer



We held our first three-day »Audi



orientation. The spectrum of applica-



Technology.Chat + Recruiting.Workshop«



tions ranges from exhibition training,



in October 1999 for young engineers



through internal customer relations and



who have already acquired some pro-



complaints management, to customer-



fessional experience. In the run-up to the



oriented correspondence. The purpose



workshop, various topics associated



of these events is to strengthen the



with working at Audi were discussed



awareness and application of service



by selected participants on the Internet.



attitudes when dealing with customers,



Alongside presenting the findings, the



whether external or internal.
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Employees
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Building success with a healthy



Active representation in Europe



workforce



In view of the continuing trend towards



Working at Audi is safer than ever be-



globalization, the safeguarding of jobs



fore: with only 6.8 occupational accidents



and locations, changing working con-



per million hours worked, the frequency



ditions, new technologies and recent



of accidents at the Ingolstadt and Neckar-



political decisions are becoming in-



sulm plants fell yet again compared with



creasingly significant. This perception



the previous year, maintaining the posi-



prompted us to set up the »Audi Com-



tive trend of recent years. This is a clear



mittee« in 1999 as a part of the



sign that the integration of occupational



»European Volkswagen Group Works



safety requirements into all company



Council«. It represents the interests of



processes is bearing fruit.



Audi Group employees at European



Audi attaches considerable import-



level. The committee comprises two



ance to the provision of occupational



representatives each of the two



medical care for its workforce, whether



German plants, and one representative



preventive or therapeutic. Whenever



each of AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.,



new technologies are being introduced,



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



places of work reorganized or employ-



and the Lamborghini Group.



ees sent on an assignment abroad, our company doctors are there to provide



Thank you!



expert advice and support.



The company’s success depends on the



On September 1, 1999, the Audi com-



ees. Their motivation and creativity have



were made accessible to more people:



made Audi what it is. Thanks to these



it is now possible for all health insur-



employees, Audi is well equipped for



ance contributors and beneficiaries



the future.



who live or work in Bavaria or Baden-



The Board of Management would



Württemberg, and not merely Audi



like to thank the workforce for its hard



employees and their families, to benefit



work and exceptional dedication.



from these funds’ local infrastructure



Our thanks are also due to the em-



and low contributions. Since the merger



ployees’ elected representatives as de-



of the Audi company health insurance



pendable, constructive partners.



schemes in Ingolstadt and Neckarsulm 30



commitment and skills of our employ-



pany health insurance schemes (BKK)



on January 1, 2000, the BKK has been based in Ingolstadt.
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Structure of personnel costs within the Audi Group



Audi Group employees* Average, ‘000



in % Total



32.8



34.5



37.8



41.0



45.8



DM million 4,481



Total



50



50 40.7



40 32.5



33.8



40Wages and salaries (com-



38.1



36.0



pensation for services)



30



30



20



20contributions



10



10 Pension contributions



DM million 4,130



55.9



52.7



14.6



14.2



10.0



9.6



5.1



6.3



Mandatory welfare Mandatory welfare contributions and payments for hours not worked



0.7



0.3



95



96



2.9



1.8



97



98



4.0 0.7 0.4



99



0



Other welfare and supplementary contributions



14.4



17.2 99



98



AUDI AG AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Lamborghini Group



*COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



and Lamborghini Group consolidated fr



AUDI AG employees



Qualification structure at AUDI AG



Average, ‘000



% of workforce



Total



32.5



33.8



36.0



38.1



30



40.7 28.3



23.1



24.3



25.2



26.5



blue-collar workers 71.9



20



9.4



9.5



10.8



11.6



12.4



96



apprentices 3.9 of which skilled workers 64.8



10



95



white-collar stuff 24.2



of which university or technical college graduates 38.2



97



98



99



Ingolstadt Neckarsulm
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Sports and Culture
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Audi: Challenging the Physique and the Intellect Innovation and creativity, fair play and sports performance are fundamental qualities of our corporate philosophy. We promote these values and virtues in other areas of society, too.



Golf players are global players



aesthetic appeal, performance and pres-



Precision, elegance and dynamism –



tige the foremost qualities, the parallels



qualities that are common to a high-



here with Audi cars are no coincidence.



quality golf match and exclusive Audi



Outstanding show-jumpers from the



cars. It is this common ground that



respective Audi Championships quali-



makes Audi an ideal sponsor of golf.



fied through eleven international tour-



The climax of our involvement will be



naments for the final in Berlin. The



the 2000 World Championship, which



winner was Rodrigo Pessoa from Brazil



is to be held at Berlin’s Sporting Club in



who was rewarded with the prize of an



Bad Saarow. Audi is the principal



Audi A8.



sponsor of this event. The highlight of 1999 was the World



The Audi Cup for young horses has the aim of preparing highly talented



Final of the Audi quattro Cup, which



show-jumping horses for top-level com-



took place late last year at the legend-



petition, and therefore of preserving the



ary Olivos Golf Club in Buenos Aires.



high standards and appeal of eques-



500 qualifying tournaments for this



trianism in Europe.



final were held in 27 different countries. Since it was first staged in



Through ice and snow



1991, almost 300,000 golfers have



The German Skiing Federation (DSV)



taken part, making this amateur



and Audi have forged a successful part-



tournament series one of the largest in



nership, based on the principles of sports



the world.



performance and fair play. Audi has been



The Audi Ladies Cup tournaments in



the DSV’s general sponsor for 15 years,



addition attracted 20,000 lady golfers,



during which time its Alpine skiers have



who between them staged some 6,000



won countless titles and medals in Olym-



tournament days. Over 2,000 youngsters



pic competition, World Championships



aged between seven and ten entered the



and the World Cup. Audi also supports



Audi Mini Cup. The winners, together



young skiers, to ensure that it can



with their parents, took part in the Audi



continue celebrating success on the



Family Cup.



slopes.



A different kind of horsepower



of the German Skiing Federation’s ski



Audi has been promoting leading inter-



jumping, cross-country skiing, Nordic



national equestrian tournaments in



combined, biathlon and snowboarding



Germany for over ten years now. With



activities for the first time in the



Audi is also acting as team sponsor
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»Without culture, money has no



Most definitely! Last year saw the Salz-



meaning.«



burg Festival stage a guest perform-



This quotation is by Hilmar Hoffmann,



ance of a new production in Ingolstadt.



former Cultural Officer of the City of



The Baroque opera »Les Boréades«,



Frankfurt. Technology and art have a



conducted by Sir Simon Rattle and



common root: creativity. No wonder,



performed by the original cast, was



then, that a creative, technology-driven



rapturously received by the public.



company such as Audi should also be a patron of the arts. An idea first launched



Audi has just the ticket



in 1990 on a modest scale has, within a



Creativity and innovation are inherent



decade, grown into a cultural institution



to Audi’s tradition – one more reason to



and a crowd-pulling festival. The festival



support new forms of artistic expres-



of music that bears the name »Summer



sion and unconventional projects on



Concerts between Danube and Altmühl«



the stage. Since 1995, Audi has been a



features performances ranging from



principal sponsor of the Salzburg Festi-



symphonic works, through chamber



val, which every year attracts some



music, to »Music of the World«, together



140,000 visitors to Mozart’s home city



with fringe performances of theatre,



from all over the world. Audi is there-



dance and cabaret. What do the follow-



fore one of the leading international



ing all have in common? Klaus Maria



sponsors of art and culture. A special



Brandauer and Ute Lemper, Sir Colin



ticket service enables customers, im-



Davis and Lorin Maazel, the Vienna Phil-



porters, Audi dealers and employees to



harmonic and the Leipzig Gewandhaus



benefit from the company’s cultural



Orchestra, Loriot and Michael Heltau?



involvement.



Or the world-famous violinist and con-



In 1999, this renowned cultural festi-



ductor Lord Yehudi Menuhin, who passed



val featured such leading artists as Lorin



away recently, and the legendary Carlos



Maazel, Seiji Ozawa, Sir Simon Rattle,



Kleiber? Answer: they have all been in-



Ricardo Muti, Jessye Norman and



volved in this festival.



Ulrich Tukur.



A cultural weekend arranged through



Audi sponsorship activities focused



the Audi A plus scheme, including a



on the modern opera »Cronaca del



visit to the event »Caution! Classical!«,



Luogo«, an azione musicale by Luciano



attracted visitors to Ingolstadt from all



Berio, and the choral symphony »Re-



over Germany last year. The highlights



quiem, Bardo and Nirmanakaya« by



of the anniversary season once again



Philip Glass. The drama »Battles!« by



included Lorin Maazel, who was an



Luk Perceval and Tom Lanoye, lasting



ever-present figure throughout the first



all of eleven hours, was also supported



ten years of the Summer Concerts.



by Audi.



With such illustrious stars in attendance, was there still room for growth?
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It Takes History ... ... to make history. 1999 was yet another year laden with anniversaries at Audi. Following the celebrations to mark 125 years of the Neckarsulm plant in 1998,



History



last year brought a trio of major anniversaries



100 years of Horch



90 years of Audi



People first began to take notice of



Following the inevitable dispute between



August Horch, a native of Winningen



Horch and his fellow directors, the in-



on the Moselle, when this visionary en-



defatigable design engineer Horch left



gineer left the motor car manufacturer



the joint-stock corporation in 1909 to



Carl Benz on November 1, 1899 to set up



found his second car company that



a company by the name of A. Horch &



same year. Its name: Audi – the Latin



Cie. in the Ehrenfeld district of Cologne.



translation of his own name, which in



Its purpose was to bring his idea of a



German means »hark!«. Less than one year on, the Zwickau-



»large, powerful, good-quality motor



e



based Audi Werke began to dispatch its



car« to fruition. Just over a year later, the first such car left the workshop, which was housed



high profile within just a couple of years,



in converted stables: an elaborate 3.6 kW



with the Audi works team winning the



two-cylinder model with »impact-free«



International Austrian Alpine Run three



engine and light-alloy crankcase. It



years in succession, from 1912 to 1914.



was, however, too expensive to be a



The first six-cylinder Audi caused a



commercial success. The first marketa-



sensation when it appeared in 1923,



ble, high-performance two and four-



followed by the first eight-cylinder



cylinder cars finally appeared from 1903



model just four years later.



on, and a mere three years later a four-



c



first cars. These new models gained a



23 years after August Horch left the



cylinder model caused a real sensation:



company that bore his name, his »off-



the 2,720 cc, 16 kW Horch, although a



spring« were united in 1932 under the



»minnow« compared with its challeng-



sign of the four-ring badge: Audi, Horch,



ers, won the 1,600 km Herkomer Run,



Wanderer and DKW merged to form



at that time considered to be the most



Auto Union AG, with its company head-



arduous endurance race in the world.



quarters in Chemnitz.



The expanding company’s growing



By 1938, one in four cars on Ger-



need for capital backing led to the estab-



many’s roads was a model built by Auto



lishment of August Horch Motorwagen



Union AG. However, the company’s



AG, based in Zwickau, in 1904. Its found-



expansion was brought to an abrupt



ing father August Horch, now Technical



halt with the outbreak of the Second



Director, had to square his own ambi-



World War.



tions with the shareholders’ wishes.



One of the very first Horch cars built in Cologne from 1901, with vis-à-vis body frame and frontmounted horizontal two-cylinder engine. August Horch is pictured on the right, behind the wheel.
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The first Audi in July 1910, outside the premises of the Munich dealer Zeidler.



A beaming third-time winner: August Horch in his Audi, at the finishing line of the 1914 International Austrian Alpine Run.



The Auto Union stand at the 1935 Berlin Motor Show, with the Audi, DKW, Horch and Wanderer brands.
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50 years in Ingolstadt



1999 – the anniversary year



After the war, leading employees of



In the year of these three major anni-



Auto Union AG, which had been ex-



versaries, AUDI AG presented the vivid



propriated by the occupying Soviet for-



history of its traditional brands at num-



ces, emigrated to the West and in 1949



erous national and international events:



founded Auto Union GmbH in Ingol-



• The exhibition »50 years of Audi in



stadt. The ample space, numerous bar-



Ingolstadt – Recollections« presented



racks and outbuildings of the former



a number of classic cars, motorcycles



garrison town provided an attractive



and more recent exhibits.



basis, but meant that the company’s



stadt in May, connoisseurs of historic



the entire city. For this reason, prod-



motorcycles were able to see numer-



uction was initially limited to small,



ous rare models in action.



economical two-stroke vehicles such as



dary Horch cars demonstrated their



F 89 L rapid delivery van. From 1950,



roadworthiness on the Horch Com-



DKW cars were once again built at the



memorative Run from Zwickau to



Munga, an off-road vehicle with perma-



Ingolstadt.



• The highlight of the Festival of Speed



nent four-wheel drive, went into pro-



in Goodwood, England, was a recon-



duction in Ingolstadt, and from 1959 all



struction of Bernd Rosemeyer’s



DKW passenger cars were manufac-



legendary Avus Streamliner racing car,



tured at the new Ingolstadt plant. In 1959 the 25 kW three-cylinder DKW Junior, which came to be known as the »Little Miracle«, caused quite a



from 1937.



• Auto Union was likewise the featured marque at the Monterey Historic Races in the USA.



stir. However, it was to be another six



• Finally, the Ingolstadt plant held open



years before the first post-war model



days on September 25 and 26, 1999.



bearing the name Audi was to roll off



d



• Shortly afterwards, around 50 legen-



the DKW RT 125 motorcycle and the



Düsseldorf plant. In 1956, the DKW



f



• At the Danube Ring Revival in Ingol-



facilities became scattered throughout



In 1999, Audi thus looked back on a



g



the production line in Ingolstadt. Only



lengthy tradition of pioneering spirit,



three years later, the epic success story



courage and progress, a history char-



of the Audi 100 began; from 1968, it not



acterized by the enthusiasm of many



only took the market by storm, but also



generations of customers and employ-



won a host of followers in the process.



ees for the car. Whoever knows this



history will know that Audi will con-



b



Production of the F 89 L rapid delivery van began in Ingolstadt in autumn 1949, with 504 of this model leaving the plant by the end of that year. The photo shows the minibus version.



Almost 50 beautifully preserved Horch cars built between 1912 and 1939 took part in the Horch Commemorative Run in 1999. Upon reaching their destination, the cars paraded through the pedestrian zone of Audi’s home city.



tinue to take up the challenge of »Vorsprung durch Technik« in the new millennium, captivating its audience in all that it does.



Audi, principal sponsor of the Festival of Speed: a stylized banked curve from the Avus circuit, with the Auto Union »Silver Arrow« (1937) and the Avus quattro (1991) as reminders of the illustrious tradition behind the four-ring badge.



Under the motto »A Great Day Out«, around 135,000 people took the opportunity to visit numerous different areas of the Ingolstadt plant.
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Marketing and Service Market News



Audi gives you a foretaste of things to come. But outstanding technology alone is no longer enough: all the »trimmings« also have to fall into place. A challenge for our marketing and service specialists ... See for yourself!



»In Future – Audi«



Our advertisements are simulta-



This was our motto at the last Frankfurt



neously intended to enhance the value



Motor Show of the twentieth century.



of the brand and its products, and con-



In this context, looking to the future



vey their emotional and factual benefits



also means testing new approaches to



in an aesthetically pleasing manner.



communication and presentation. The



The latest example of perfect interplay



architecture, design, vehicle presenta-



between product and communication is



tion, lighting and projection techniques,



the Audi A2 campaign: progressive



communication and visitor service to-



advertising for a progressive car! The



gether formed a well-rounded overall



visual idioms and expressions are very



image. The dominant structural feature



modern; new media, such as the inter-



of our exhibition stand was the »loop«, a



net, are specifically used and highlight-



swooping structure of triangular panes



ed. The central motifs, presentation and



of glass held together by stainless steel



tonality are echoed in all communica-



tubes and cables. Visitors to the Audi



tion activities, such as retail marketing,



stand were immersed in a world of



sales literature, direct marketing and



transparency, light and open vistas, in



new media. This interlinked approach



which the Audi A2, S6 and long-wheel-



boosts recognition and the impact of



base A8 made their international début.



the messages being put across, thus



In addition, quattro GmbH presented



enhancing the efficiency of the ad-



the RS4 for the first time.



vertising campaign.



Audi was also present at the other major motor shows: in Tokyo, the Audi



Web your Audi



TT Roadster made its first appearance



What could heighten your anticipation



in Japan, and the long-wheelbase ver-



of a new Audi more than being able to



sion of the Audi A8 was first unveiled



see it precisely as preferred, even



in the USA at the Detroit Motor Show.



before it has been ordered? The con-



The stand at the Geneva Motor Show



figurator on our German website at



in March 2000 focused on the allroad



http://www.audi.de can do it! This new



quattro and the first »approachable«



internet service now enables our



A2. Audi also presented the new multi-



customers to configure their own virtual



tronic transmission and engine exhibits



Audi on the screen, at the click of a



from its S models in a separate Tech-



mouse, long before it has been built –



nology Centre.



all without commitment, of course. The main advantage of this software is that
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Twinkle in the eye



it immediately checks the compatibility



Advertising should be fun. A twinkle in



of the selected equipment items online.



the eye, a wry smile – these are the



The »finished« Audi is consequently



things that distinguish our campaigns



always buildable. Those considering



and have brought us multiple awards.



buying a new Audi can in addition use



The »Silver Lion«, just one of the many



the finance module to request a leasing



international prizes Audi has received,



or financing proposal from the Audi



was awarded to its Spanish importer at



Bank, based on their preferred down-



the Cannes Lions 1999 for its S 3 TV



payment, leasing period, annual dis-



commercial.



tance or monthly instalment. The cus-
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tomer can then print out the complete configuration or forward it to an Audi



And if you are ever stranded in your



dealer along with a request for a test



Audi ...



drive or offer of sale.



... our service hotline won’t let you down.



More service for our customers



introduced in 1985, ensures that our



From the 2000 model year on, all Audi



customers stay mobile even if their Audi



vehicles will be visiting the service shop



has broken down. We have now made



less frequently. All Audi cars with a



a good thing even better: in July 1999,



spark-ignition engine – with the excep-



we launched an extended mobility guar-



tion of the Cabriolet – now require ser-



antee initially for Germany-registered



vicing only once every two years or



cars, with plans to extend it throughout



30,000 kilometres, whichever is earlier.



Europe. It covers not only a car’s first



The interval for diesel models is even



owner, but also all other customers



greater: up to 50,000 km, but at least



who are already entitled to the mobility



every 24 months (models with V6 TDI



guarantee. Assuming service inspec-



engine: up to 35,000 km).



tions are carried out regularly, a car



The Audi mobility guarantee, first



The use of long-life lubricants, for



may be covered virtually throughout its



instance, has made it possible to cut



entire operating life. The services in-



maintenance costs by up to 30 percent,



clude provision of a courtesy car for up



based on the example of a car clocking



to five days, hotel accommodation for



up 60,000 km in four years. The



up to five nights, and continuation of



advantage for our customers is



journey by air or rail. If desired, the ve-



obvious: this arrangement saves time



hicle will also be delivered to the cus-



and money!



tomer following its repair. And in the



But it is not only the customer who



event of an accident, we will generally



profits from this financially: oil changes



tow away or recover your Audi free of



are now generally due only once every



charge. Last but not least: the Audi



two years – which also benefits the en-



mobility guarantee also comes to your



vironment.



assistance in the event of an emergency en route, for instance by covering the return transport of the car if the driver is taken ill.
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Regions and Markets Market News



With vehicle sales totalling 634,973 in 1999, the Audi Group succeeded in improving the previous year’s very good figure.



Renewed increase in vehicle sales



Germany: new products bring



Audi bettered the previous year’s total



Audi success



vehicle sales in 1999. 634,973 (599,509)



Contrary to all predictions, demand for



customers worldwide took possession



cars in Germany in 1999 soared to a new



of a new car built by our group. Of this



record level. Audi was able to share in



total, the Audi brand accounted for



this positive trend.



634,708 cars, and the Lamborghini brand for 265 sports cars. Sales in Germany totalled 257,642



257,642 (244,127) drivers took possession of their new Audi. With firsttime registrations up 5.5 percent on the



(244,127) cars of the Audi brand.



previous year, Audi’s market share was



377,066 (355,382) new Audi models were



6.8 (6.5) percent.



sold outside Germany. Exports as a per-



The Audi A4 underwent a predomin-



centage of total vehicle sales thus re-



antly technical update in February 1999.



mained virtually constant at 59.4 (59.3)



93,928 (96,088) customers bought this



percent.



model. 69,195 (71,515) new Audi A6



The Audi A4 remained the most



cars were delivered to customers.



popular model in 1999, with unit sales



61,319 (60,373) of the Audi A3 were sold



reaching 254,895 (268,155). Of this total,



last year. Unit sales of the TT Coupé and



96,559 (97,461) were Avant versions.



TT Roadster, which appeal in particular



146,322 (137,438) Audi A3 cars were



to sports-minded drivers, totalled 22,714



delivered to their new owners last year.



(4,871). The Audi A8 was able to hold



The already good sales result achieved



its ground, with sales of 7,280 (7,230)



in 1998 was consequently exceeded by



new cars, and 3,206 (4,050) sales of the



6.5 percent.



Audi Cabriolet were recorded.



169,250 (164,398) Audi A6 models were sold, of which 69,487 (51,811) were



USA: extended model range



Avant versions.



In 1999, registrations of new cars in the



44,803 (7,998) drivers took receipt of an Audi TT sports model last year. The Audi TT Roadster has been on



USA once again revealed a year-onyear increase. Audi cornered an above-average



sale since Autumn 1999. This version is



share of this growth. 65,959 (47,517)



matching the Coupé in its ability to



customers took receipt of a new Audi,



captivate its customers.



making the USA our largest export



Sales of the Audi A8 reached 14,937 (15,357), and 4,501 (6,163) Audi Cabrio-



market. Last year, we launched the Audi TT



lets were handed over to their new



Coupé, the Audi S4, the Audi A6 2.7 T



owners.



and the Audi A6 4.2 on this market,



In 1999, Lamborghini sold 265 Diablo



thus adding emotionally charged sports



sports cars, including 95 in Western



models to our range. The successful



Europe and 131 in the USA.



launch of the Audi TT Coupé enabled us to reach a new target group. Since its appearance on this market in May 1999, this new sports model has already found 5,193 proud new owners.
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Major markets – Audi vehicles



Unit sales 1999 Germany



Year-on-year percentage change



Market share 1999 in percent



Year-on-year percentage change, overall market



257,642



5.5



6.8



1.8



USA



65,959



38.8



0.8



6.8



Italy



44,142



–2.0



1.9



–1.6



Great Britain



40,285



–1.6



1.8



–2.2



Spain



38,211



16.8



2.8



17.7



France



36,804



8.0



1.7



10.5



Belgium



18,575



–2.4



3.6



8.3



Switzerland



17,066



5.8



5.4



6.7



Austria



15,540



–3.2



5.0



6.2



Netherlands



12,545



–0.3



1.8



12.6



Sweden



12,261



–0.9



4.0



16.5



Italy: still Audi’s largest



Spain: car market booming



export market in Europe



The Spanish market continued to boom



The slight weakening of the market in



last year. First-time registrations rose



Italy continued in 1999. The Italian car



to 1.4 (1.2) million cars.



market nevertheless remained the sec-



We shared in this positive develop-



ond largest in Europe, after Germany,



ment, selling 38,211 (32,727) Audi cars



with 2.3 (2.4) million vehicles registered



and defending our market share of 2.8



as new.



percent.



With Audi sales reaching 44,142 (45,041), our total in Italy fell just short



France: healthy market share remains



of the previous year’s figure. Our share



stable



of the market was 1.9 (1.8) percent.



Registrations of new cars on the French



The Audi A6 and the Audi TT Coupé, which in September received the 1999



market rose to 2.1 (1.9) million in 1999. Last year, sales of models with the



Design Management Car Award in



four-ring badge went up by 8.0 percent



Milan, proved particularly popular here.



to 36,804 (34,091). This increase meant



According to the »Prompted Image



that we held our market share of 1.7



Knowledge« survey, the Audi A4 and



percent. The Audi A3 in particular was



the Audi A8 were the best-known



very popular in France.



models in their segment in Italy.



The French edition of the Audi magazine received the award for the



Great Britain: Audi holds its position



best corporate publication of 1999.



Registrations of new cars in Great Britain remained almost constant at just under 2.2 million. We were able to maintain our market share of 1.8 percent, with sales totalling 40,285 (40,923) vehicles.
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Market News
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Central and Eastern Europe:



Audi Japan K.K. took receipt of the



maintaining a course of growth



»Good Design Award« Gold Medal in



Sales of new cars increased in these



August in recognition of the design of



markets, in particular in Poland, Hun-



the Audi TT Coupé.



gary and Slovenia. The Russian market was not quite able to emulate the reg-



China: long-wheelbase version of Audi



istration figures of the previous year.



A6 goes into production



Overall, Audi was able to maintain



Audi and FAW-Volkswagen have been



its position on markets in Central and



building a version of the Audi A6 spe-



Eastern Europe. Although the Russian



cially adapted to the Chinese market



car market, especially the deluxe seg-



in Changchun, an industrial centre in



ment, suffered a slump in demand, we



Northeast China, since September.



succeeded in defying the trend with Audi sales rising from 119 to 502 new cars. We likewise enjoyed sales growth in



This version of the Audi A6 incorporates various modifications of the basic model: the suspension and engine have



Poland and Hungary, exceeding the



been adapted, and the wheelbase exten-



totals for 1998 by 46.6 and 7.1 percent



ded by 90 mm to provide more space



respectively.



for rear passengers, specifically in response to Chinese market preferences.



Japan: customers remain reticent



This exclusive model has an extensive



Thanks to substantial growth in the



range of equipment features as standard.



mini-car segment for vehicles with an



Our objective in introducing this



engine displacement of up to 600 cm ,



extended version of the Audi A6 on the



the car market as a whole improved



most important growth market in the



slightly in 1999. Sales of imported ve-



world is to cement and build on our



hicles also rose slightly. Audi sales, on



market lead as a manufacturer of ex-



the other hand, suffered a reversal of



clusive cars.



3



fortunes, falling by 27. 2 percent. Following the launch of the Audi TT



The fall in unit sales of 8.8 percent to 6,911 (7,578) Audi cars is attributable



Coupé and the four-door version of the



to the production run-down of the old



Audi A3 in Japan in October, we antici-



Audi 200 and the tight controls imposed



pate that the sales situation will improve.



by the Chinese authorities on vehicle imports.
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Southeast Asia and Pacific:



comes as a clear indication of our con-



clouds with a silver lining



fidence in the Thai market and in the



The economic situation stabilized



Asia-Pacific region as a whole.



throughout much of Southeast Asia in 1999. Although there are already initial



South America: activities stepped up



signs of a recovery in some regions, car



despite difficult economic situation



demand has not yet caught up with



The South American market experienced



this development on all markets. Our



deepening problems in 1999. The largest



unit sales totalled 5,466, an increase of



car market, Brazil, contracted by 17. 5



0.8 percent on the previous year. We are



percent.



able to report a marked upswing in demand in certain countries. In Australia and New Zealand, 2,898 (2,349) and 450 (338) customers took receipt of their new Audi. This repre-



Audi was unable to stave off the impact of this trend: only 4,060 (4,603) cars with the four-ring badge were sold in Brazil. Early in 1999, at a time when the



sents an increase of 23.4 and 33.1 per-



most important country in South Ame-



cent respectively.



rica was being hit by economic prob-



Some degree of qualitative progress



lems, we inaugurated the new plant



has been achieved in the region in recent



that we will be operating jointly with



years. Investments in the brand and the



Volkswagen in Curitiba, in the federal



dealer network have promoted our image



state of Paraná.



as a manufacturer of high-calibre cars



In addition to the Audi A3, the cur-



and heightened the brand’s recognition



rent VW Golf will also be built there.



rating in the region. We have thus made



The first vehicle left the production line



significant progress in enhancing the



in mid-1999.



exclusivity of our dealer network.



This new production plant represents an important step towards strengthen-



Thailand: made by Audi



ing the Audi brand’s foothold in South



In April 1999, Audi and Volkswagen



America. Our presence in Brazil conse-



concluded an agreement on the supply



quently no longer depends exclusively



of CKD parts kits for assembly in Thai-



on imported cars.



land. From April 2000, our partner company THAI YARNYON CO., LTD. will be building the Audi A6 there. This move 41
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General Economy and the Sector Global economy gradually regaining momentum In 1999, the global economy again expanded at a higher rate than in previous years, albeit not in all regions and not at the same pace everywhere. A moderate growth in economic strength was sustained in industrialized countries last year. The general economy in the member nations of the European Monetary Union benefited from continuing healthy levels of export business and investment in industrial assets, though the growth rate of the economy as a whole was down on the previous year. A low inflation rate, coupled with the fall in the value of the euro against the US dollar and against sterling, enhanced the competitiveness of the euro zone. The German economy gathered momentum in the course of 1999. Due to economic weakness in the first half of the year, gross domestic product grew by only 1.4 (2.2) percent. Exports and investment in industrial assets again underpinned this growth. Exports were 3.8 percent up on the previous year. Central and Eastern European countries benefited from economic developments in the European Union last year. The Russian economy likewise returned to a course of growth in 1999. This improvement was prompted by higher export revenues following raw material price increases and the weakness of the rouble. On the other hand, private consumption slumped. The economic boom in the USA continued. This development was carried primarily by private consumption. Latin American states, on the other hand, have yet to pull out of the recession. Gross domestic product fell in most countries of that region in 1999. Asia has come through the worst of the economic and financial crisis. Last year, the majority of the national economies in the region introduced structural reforms which should further cement their recovery. Japan also posted positive growth of around one percent in gross domestic product. To bolster the economy, a further package of fiscal measures was approved at the end of the year. Positive mood in the car sector The car markets in most industrial nations made positive progress in 1999. In Western Europe, the previous year’s sales total was exceeded by around five percent, with sales reaching around 15 million units. In particular, Spain, the Netherlands, Sweden and Greece enjoyed above-average growth rates. In the USA, both the car market as a whole and the market for imported cars grew. A total of 8.7 million cars were registered as new there. The Japanese car market experienced slight growth. Sales of cars also rose in other Asian countries. On the other hand, fewer cars were sold in South America in 1999 than in the previous year.
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Development of major car markets Passenger car production worldwide



in million units



in million units Total



36.4
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Car production output in Europe increased yet again in 1999, though the rise of around two percent was less than in 1998. France consolidated its position as the world’s fourth-largest car manufacturing nation, with growth there reaching almost seven percent. After a fall in output in 1998, the US automotive industry recorded a rise in production again in 1999. By contrast, South American manufacturers suffered a sharp cutback in car production as a result of the prevailing economic situation in their region. The number of cars built in Brazil was down by more than ten percent on 1998, and the total fell by over one third in Argentina. German car industry defies all predictions The car trade in Germany made better progress in 1999 than had been expected at the start of the year. First-time registrations rose yet again to 3.8 (3.7) million cars, although the 1.8 (5.9) percent rate of increase was less pronounced than in 1998. New registrations of imported vehicles remained virtually flat in 1999. Their market share of total first-time registrations was 33.7 (34.1) percent. Car exports rose by 5.2 percent to 3.4 (3.3) million units. Production output of passenger cars remained unchanged from 1998, at 5.3 million units. The automotive industry also made a significant contribution towards alleviating unemployment in Germany in 1999, creating 17,000 new jobs on average for the year.
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Situation of the Company Renewed increase in demand The Audi Group yet again increased its unit sales in 1999. Having broken through the 500,000 barrier in 1997, we succeeded only two years later in selling more than 600,000 cars. The grand total of 634,973 (599,509) customers buying a new Audi Group car is a truly impressive statistic. This new record is thanks in particular to the Audi A4 and the Audi A6. In the first year after market launch, sales of the Audi TT Coupé surpassed all expectations and our standard-bearer model, the Audi A8, defended its good position in the full-size saloon segment. In Western Europe (excluding Germany), sales of Audi vehicles bettered the figure for 1998 by a further 1.8 percent, rising to 261,499 (256,803). In Germany, 257, 642 (244,127) customers took delivery of their new Audi – an increase of 5.5 percent. Our market share thus rose to 6.8 (6.5) percent. In the USA, Audi grew much more vigorously than the overall market for imported cars: we sold 65,959 (47, 517) cars with the four-ring badge, a year-on-year rise of 38.8 percent. In Japan, the import market expanded slightly. We were able to record sales of 6,429 (8,828) Audi models here. Our export share remained at approximately the previous year’s level, at 59.4 (59.3) percent. Lamborghini sold 265 sports cars. 131 of these vehicles were exported to the USA. 95 of the Lamborghini Diablo were sold in Western Europe. Greater diversity of models and variants At the start of 1999, we unveiled the upgraded Audi A4 and Audi A8 models. The improvements they incorporated were primarily of a technical nature; we deliberately only made minor changes to their appearance. In the early part of the year, we added the S3 to our range, this being our first compact-class S model. 1999 also saw the launch of the Audi TT Roadster. This open sports car is proving as much a hit with customers as the Coupé version, a large number of orders being received before the official market launch. We responded to criticism of the Audi TT’s road behaviour when driven close to the limits of handling by offering a comprehensive package of technical modifications. We gave the Audi A2 its first public showing at the 1999 Frankfurt Motor Show. The study version on which it was based had met with a rapturous reception at the same venue two years earlier. This prompted us to deAudi vehicle sales*



velop a production version, the A2. The 2000 Geneva



in thousand units



Motor Show was the first occasion on which the A2 Total
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was revealed in full detail and made tangibly accessible to the public. Progressive design, an impressive use of space and low fuel consumption, coupled with driving enjoyment, are the characteristics of this innovative vehicle concept. This is the first volume-produc-
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tion car to have an all-aluminium body based on the Audi Space Frame ASF. Further highlights of the 1999 Frankfurt Motor Show
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were the launching of the Audi RS4 and the Audi S6. We now offer a complete range of S models, from the S3 to the S8. 95
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Since 1999, we have also been building the Audi A6 in China. Our successful partnership with FAWVolkswagen, a joint venture involving First Automobile Works (FAW), Volkswagen and Audi, now stretches back
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many years. Building on this positive track record, the plant in Changchun commenced production of a long-wheelbase version of the Audi A6 in September 1999, specially adapted to the particular requirements of the Chinese market. Since autumn 1999, the A8 model range has also included a deluxe top version, the A8 4.2 quattro with long wheelbase, as well as the sports-oriented S8. This elegant saloon enables rear occupants to travel in true style in the exceptionally spacious and luxurious rear compartment. Slight increase in production output The rise in demand prompted an increase in production volume. In 1999, the Audi Group built 626,059 vehicles, including 252 sports cars of the Lamborghini brand. We stepped up production of Audi models by 1.1 percent from 619,030 to 625,807 vehicles. At Ingolstadt, we manufactured 248,425 (265,414) of the Audi A4. We in addition built 143,333 (143,974) of the Audi A3. A total of 391,758 (409,388) vehicles left the production line of our Bavarian plant. Our workers in Neckarsulm built 177, 384 (190,222) cars, of which 161,037 (167, 379) were Audi A6 models. 14,636 (15,355) of the Audi A8 were built, and production of the Audi A2 has already commenced here. In addition to the Audi TT Coupé, the Audi TT Roadster is also now being built jointly by the Ingolstadt and Györ (Hungary) plants. We built 52,579 (13,682) of the Audi TT by this »division of labour« arrangement in the year under review. 1999 was the second year in which the Audi Cabriolet was built by Wilhelm Karmann GmbH. 4,086 (5,738) of this model were produced last year at its Rheine plant. In 1999, 7,594 (11,888) cars in the form of completely knocked down (CKD) or semi-knocked down (SKD) kits were assembled by Audi partners outside Germany. One quarter of Audi cars built were supplied as quattro versions: 27.0 (18.9) percent of new Audi vehicles were equipped with permanent four-wheel drive – an impressive endorsement of our expertise in this field. Almost four out of ten buyers of a new Audi opted for a TDI engine; 37.5 (35.2) percent of our new cars were supplied with this progressive diesel technology. The appeal of the direct-injection diesel engine thus continues to spread. Since mid-1999, we have also been building the Audi A3 at the Curitiba plant, in the Brazilian state of Paraná. 1,833 of this model left the production line there last year. The production volume of Audi engines rose yet again in 1999. AUDI AG manufactured 263,553 (254,578) four-cylinder engines at its Ingolstadt plant. AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. boosted its output to 1,001,912 (986,773) units. Four, six and eight-cylinder engines were built. Cosworth Technology produced 1,179, Lamborghini 252 car engines. 49.7 (52.4) percent of the 1,266,896 (1,241,351) engines manufactured by the Audi Group were supplied to other member companies of the Volkswagen Group. Increased purchasing volume As a result of the higher production output and product upgrading, the purchasing volume rose to DM 20.8 (18.5) billion. Direct materials accounted for DM 16.6 (15.3) billion of this total. The year of three anniversaries The open days at the Ingolstadt plant on September 25 and 26 marked a high point in the year’s celebrations to mark an array of significant anniversaries. Audi has now been building cars with the four-ring badge in Ingolstadt for fifty years. 1999 also saw the 90th anniversary of the founding of Audi Werke in Zwickau by the engineer August Horch, and the centenary of the establishment of A. Horch & Cie. in Cologne’s Ehrenfeld district. Further major events included our involvement in the Festival of Speed in Goodwood, England, and participation in the Monterey Historic Races in California.
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Further rise in total employees The broadening of our product range, the renewed rise in production volume and the acquisition of our new subsidiaries in England and Italy all prompted an increase in our total number of employees. As at December 31, 1999 the Audi Group had 46,558 employees, a rise of 4,186 on twelve months earlier. 28,426 (26,952) were employed at Ingolstadt, and 12,714 (11,995) at Neckarsulm. At the end of the year, Audi was providing training for 1,617 (1,562) young people in 21 different professions at these two plants. The workforce at AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. totalled 4,312 (3,425). 711 people were employed at COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED. At the end of the year, the Lamborghini Group numbered 380 employees. The Audi Group employed an average of some 45,800 (41,011) people throughout the year. The time »bond« – an intelligent means of smoothing the way into retirement Throughout their working life, AUDI AG employees can opt for a time »bond« in lieu of certain bonus payments. As they approach retirement age, they can then redeem these bonds in return for time off work. This arrangement, in addition to giving workers greater flexibility in handling the transition into retirement, also safeguards and creates jobs. Introduction of the euro The euro was introduced as the new currency of eleven member states of the European Union on January 1, 1999. Since then, the German mark has only had the status of a sub-unit of the new European currency. Audi had made thorough preparations for this changeover. Prices for our products and services are quoted both in local currency and in euro. Invoices and quotations can be issued in euro if desired. The fact that the majority of our suppliers likewise issue invoices in euro suitably reflects the widespread acceptance of the new currency by the business community. Changeover to individual share certificates On June 24, 1999 the Annual General Meeting of AUDI AG voted to convert its capital stock from par-value shares into individual share certificates (shares with no par value) at a ratio of 1 to 10, and to denominate the capital stock in euro. In conjunction with this change, the share certificates still bearing the old name »AUDI NSU AUTO UNION Aktiengesellschaft« were replaced by new certificates. At the same time, the company raised the capital stock by a marginal amount from its own funds, i.e. without new shares being issued. An individual share certificate now represents an amount of EUR 2.56. A hitch-free start to the new millennium To ensure that the date change would not produce any problems, Audi launched a project at a very early stage which lasted until January 2000. The measures covered the company’s entire hardware and software, the technical facilities in all company divisions and, in conjunction with VOLKSWAGEN AG, the procurement and sales systems. Following combined testing of the interfaces of all production systems and facilities, we brought all tests to a successful conclusion in November 1999. The success of the project was endorsed by the fact that all systems and facilities continued to run without any problems after the turn of the year.
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Further increase in sales revenues The continuing rise in unit sales pushed up sales revenues to a new record level in 1999. The Audi Group reported sales revenues of DM 29,624 (27,222) million, of which 54.0 (52.4) percent were generated on export markets. The gross operating result – the balance of sales revenues and manufacturing costs – was DM 3,304 (3,168) million. We recorded earnings



Capital investments, depreciation and cash flow



before taxes of DM 1,640 (1,684) million in 1999. Net



in DM million



earnings of DM 634 (463) million were significantly up on the previous year. AUDI AG recorded sales revenues of DM 29,151
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3,168 2,966



(26,655) million; earnings before taxes amounted to DM 1,449 (1,663) million.
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ment with VOLKSWAGEN AG, AUDI AG transferred DM 222 (221) million to the parent company. Alloca-
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On the basis of the control and profit-transfer agree-
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tions to other revenue reserves totalled DM 222 (221)
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million for AUDI AG and DM 412 (242) million for the
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Audi Group. 500



For the 1999 financial year, Audi small shareholders 95
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Capital investments
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Depreciation



Cash flow



will receive a compensatory payment for each Audi individual share certificate equivalent to the dividend paid out for the corresponding financial year on one VW individual share certificate. The Annual General



Meeting of VOLKSWAGEN AG to be held on May 23, 2000 will determine the dividend payable. Capital investments remain at a high level Capital investments by the Audi Group totalled DM 2,966 (3,168) million, a slight decrease on the previous year but a level that is nevertheless above the average.



• As in recent years, we invested around two thirds of this sum in products. • Audi has been building the A2 at its Neckarsulm plant since 1999. Investments in production facilities and special tools amounted to more than DM 400 million in the year under review.



• The new Marketing, Sales and Public Relations office building at the Ingolstadt site was opened in September 1999. This facility also houses a variety of services for visitors and employees. We invested around DM 70 million in this project. As part of our long-term investment plan, we are using the company’s current economic strength to invest in product and technology developments. It is our aim to remain in a position to offer our customers high-quality, technically advanced products. This will enable us to strengthen our competitive position further and safeguard the company’s long-term profitability. AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. Audi Hungaria has been building the Audi TT Roadster jointly with the Ingolstadt plant since last year. The Györ plant is consequently now the home of two vehicle models, as well as engine production operations. In 1999, AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. posted sales revenues of DM 5,531 (3,695) million. Earnings before taxes rose to DM 506 (339) million. 4,312 (3,425) people were employed at the Györ plant on December 31, 1999.
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COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Cosworth Technology, with its headquarters in Northampton, Great Britain, has been part of the Audi Group since 1998. The British company specializes in the development, design and production of pioneering engines and engine components, and manufactures aluminium castings. In the past financial year, Cosworth Technology was included in the consolidated accounts for the first time. At the end of 1999, the company employed a total workforce of 711; alongside engine components, it built 1,179 complete engines, largely for clients outside the Audi Group. Its first full financial year as a member of the Audi Group brought extensive repositioning and restructuring measures. To this end, DM 51 million were invested in the company. Cosworth Technology generated sales revenues of DM 134 million in 1999. Lamborghini Group The second acquisition of 1998 was Lamborghini, the Italian sports car manufacturer based in Sant’Agata Bolognese. Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A. has three subsidiaries: Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (cars), Motori Marini Lamborghini S.p.A. (speedboat engines) and Lamborghini ArtiMarca S.p.A. (brand articles and licensing). The manufacturer of super sports cars sold 265 cars in 1999. The Lamborghini Group recorded sales revenues totalling DM 92 million. It employed a total of 380 people on December 31, 1999. The individual financial statements of the Lamborghini Group were included in the Audi Group’s consolidated accounts for the first time in 1999. quattro GmbH With its diverse and flexible concept for custom-made cars, the Neckarsulm-based quattro GmbH satisfies the wishes of customers for features which are not covered by the standard equipment range. Customers in addition have an extensive range of lifestyle articles to choose from. The RS4 made its world début at the 1999 Frankfurt Motor Show. Taking the Audi S4 Avant as its basis, quattro GmbH has created a car that is the undisputed top model within the A4 line, and developed it in conjunction with AUDI AG. Last year, quattro GmbH recorded sales revenues totalling DM 38 million. Subject to approval by the Annual General Meeting of AUDI AG, quattro GmbH and AUDI AG concluded a profit-transfer agreement with effect from January 1, 1999. AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. Balanced earnings before taxes were reported by AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA., included in the consolidated accounts for the first time. New sales structure in Brazil At the start of December 1999, AUDI AG and Senna Import signed an agreement on the founding of a joint venture with effect from January 1, 2000. Audi holds a 51 percent stake in the joint venture. The company sells Audi cars in Brazil. Carrying a tradition of successful ideas into the future Last year, we invested around seven percent of our sales revenues in our development work. Through earmarking a relatively high level of human resources and funds for this purpose, it is our aim to continue supplying our customers with innovative products in order to underpin the long-term development of our company. Examples of our expertise in powertrain development include TDI technology and the multitronic. The Audi engineers refined the Audi Space Frame ASF body concept, which was first used on the Audi A8 in 1994, for the volume-production A2.
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Future Risks Risk management within the Audi Group Every entrepreneurial activity harbours both opportunities for commercial success and intrinsic risks. A successful company is one that makes the most of its opportunities and keeps a tight rein on risks. Since the introduction of corporate governance legislation (German KonTraG) on May 1, 1998, it has been a requirement of German Stock Corporation Law to set up a risk management system for the early identification of developments which could pose a threat to the company’s survival. Such developments include in particular high-risk transactions, the inaccurate preparation and disclosure of accounts, and infringements of legal requirements which have a significant effect on the net worth, financial position and earnings of the company or group. Such risks are to be identified in good time by means of internal controls, such that measures can be taken to safeguard the survival of the company. The Board of Management of a stock corporation is obliged to install a risk management system of this nature and to report on its effectiveness in order to guard against the risks of financial losses, commercial weaknesses and image losses. AUDI AG satisfied this requirement even before the introduction of corporate governance legislation. Our subsidiaries have also been incorporated into this risk management system since last year. Reducing the impact of potential risks with an early warning system Following a comprehensive analysis, we at Audi have identified the key risks in all areas and have investigated the arrangements and methods for reducing their impact. In addition to assessing the magnitude of a risk in terms of its probability and the potential losses, the responsible officers have been designated and the action required recorded in writing. The following three examples illustrate how we identify and assess potential risks, and what regulations there are to minimize losses:



• Fire, water or storm damage to production facilities would cause relatively high losses. However, the probability of such damage occurring is ranked as only »moderate«. Our response to this risk has been to draw up a catastrophe plan. We have prepared arrangements for performing the necessary repairs in the event of such damage. The company in addition has fire and business interruption insurance, to reduce the consequential losses in such a situation.



• The unauthorized use of registered trademarks could lead to enormous commercial losses for Audi. We endeavour to minimize the potential loss by constantly monitoring the market. Audi will take legal action where it is at risk of suffering losses as a result.



• The likelihood of the power supply to our computer centres failing is ranked as »minor«. However, the impact of such a failure would be high. To minimize this risk, the power supply to the computer centres is monitored by a control centre equipped with alarm systems. Two separate power supply routes have moreover been installed by different suppliers, and we operate independent, uninterruptible power systems at each information technology centre.
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An internal reporting scheme ensures that relevant risks are identified early on and preventive measures taken. This enables the supervisory bodies to respond without delay if necessary. Reducing the foreign exchange risk In view of our global activities, many transactions relating to both procurement and sales are affected by exchange-rate fluctuations. The introduction of the euro at the start of 1999 in the majority of EU member nations significantly reduced the foreign exchange risk for Audi. We continue to use currency hedging as a means of minimizing the residual risk when conducting transactions in foreign currency. Technical modifications to the Audi TT In autumn 1999, the Audi TT hit the headlines because of its handling when driven close to the limits. We responded to this criticism by offering to retrofit modified suspension and a rear spoiler free of charge. Heightened media coverage of accidents which were linked to the TT’s road behaviour and the resulting concerns about the resale value of this model have continued to unsettle our customers. To eliminate this uncertainty once and for all and to counteract fears about this model’s loss of value, we have in addition offered customers the option of having the Electronic Stability Program ESP retrofitted at the plant. Audi has made provision for the financial burdens resulting from the various technical modifications being made to the Audi TT. Audi commissioned the Technical Inspection Association (TÜV) to carry out an in-depth technical examination of the Audi TT’s road behaviour; this revealed that »the Audi TT – including its original versions – is, compared with the competition, a better than average sports car and in keeping with the state of the art«. Risks arising from EU scrap car legislation In its present form, the EU directive on end-of-life vehicles envisages making car manufacturers responsible for the reprocessing of scrap cars. The measures being discussed are more complex and costly than the specifications of German scrap car legislation and the voluntary commitment by manufacturers to take back vehicles at the end of their useful life. The directive moreover relieves the last owner of the costs of having the car scrapped. Both the requirements and the guarantee of free scrapping for the last owner will probably apply not only to cars that have not yet been brought into circulation, but also to many vehicles that are already on the roads.



Outlook Varying economic prospects from region to region The upswing in the global economy will continue in 2000. Whereas the national economies of industrialized nations will as a whole enjoy slight growth compared with 1999, a more dynamic development is forecast for the newly industrializing countries of Asia. The economic situation in Latin America is expected to recover. The economy of the USA, our largest export market, will continue to expand, though the rate of growth will probably ease off somewhat. The gross domestic product of the euro zone is expected to reveal an increase compared with 1999, exports being the driving force behind this development. Domestic demand is expected to provide a stronger stimulus for growth than in 1999. The same expectations apply to Germany.
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Mixed performance by the car sector The worldwide car sector is expected to continue expanding slowly in 2000. However, a slight fall in new-car registrations is anticipated in Western European markets. All the indicators at present point towards a decline in market activity in the US automotive sector. In South America, the slight recovery in the general economy will fuel activity in the car market to a minor extent. Both Asia’s newly industrializing countries and Japan will see a rise in vehicle registrations this year compared with 1999. Observers are unable to agree on likely developments in the Japanese market for imported vehicles; we anticipate that the import segment will remain flat. Demand for Audi cars to hold up Following the growth of recent years, Audi expects worldwide demand for its products in 2000 to stabilize at the previous year’s level. The same applies to the German market, where we forecast that unit sales will remain at a constant high level. Development spending and the production preparations for new products will have an adverse effect on this year’s result. However, in the medium term new models bring us fresh opportunities for success. The company’s fortunes in 2000 will depend on the one hand on the progress of the economy, and on the other on the smooth production launch of our new models. At Cosworth Technology and the Lamborghini Group it will take longer to reverse the trend in the results posted. Since their acquisition by the Audi Group in 1998, these companies have shared the same long-term product strategy as their parent company. Their priorities are to strengthen their competitive position and to consolidate their long-term corporate success. New models The Audi product campaign will continue in 2000. The allroad quattro is being launched in response to the rapid growth of the market segment for off-road vehicles. It combines the on-road behaviour of a deluxe saloon with the specialist skills of an offroad car built to cope with rough terrain. Its variable-height pneumatic suspension is yet another example of our technical advancement. The range-topping model in the A4 car line, the RS4, is an uncompromisingly sporty high-performance vehicle. With a 280 kW, 2.7 biturbo engine, the RS4, which will only be available as an Avant, turns in a stunning performance. Only a limited number are being built. The V8 3.3 TDI engine, which was first exhibited in the A8 at the 1999 Frankfurt Motor Show, will make its market début in 2000. The combination of aluminium lightweight design, permanent four-wheel drive and Audi TDI technology represents the perfect blend of verve, refinement, elegance, economy, high operating range and environmental compatibility.
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Earnings Situation The development in the key financial figures was again positive in 1999. Thanks to sustained high demand for Audi models, sales revenues rose still further. This was accompanied by a rise in development spending and investment-related costs:



Finance



in »times of plenty«, Audi is making due provision for the future.



Business figures remain high Unit sales by the Audi Group to the dealer organization rose by 1.8 percent in 1999, to 624,817 (613,962) vehicles, even though the economic situation in various car markets was rather subdued. Sales revenues made healthy progress: the total of DM 29,624 (27, 222) million represents an increase of 8.8 percent on the prior-year figure, which in itself was already high. Approximately half of this sum – 54.0 percent – was generated by export sales. The rise in sales revenues can be attributed in particular to the shift in the product mix, due largely to the appearance of the Audi TT, and to the aforementioned increase in unit sales. The trend towards cars with more exclusive equipment also had a positive impact. The model making the highest contribution towards sales revenues in 1999 was once again the Audi A4, which brought in some DM 9.4 (9.6) billion. The Audi A6 accounted for DM 8.2 (8.1) billion of the total, sales revenues for the A3 amounted to DM 4.3 (4.0) billion and A8 sales revenues remained stable at DM 1.3 (1.3) billion. The Audi TT sports car generated sales revenues of DM 2.4 (0.5) billion. The Automotive Division of the Lamborghini Group recorded sales of around DM 80 million with the Diablo. Manufacturing costs rose by 9.4 percent, and therefore by a slightly higher rate than sales revenues, partly as a result of higher development costs, and reached DM 26,320 (24,054) million. The gross margin, which is the difference between sales revenues and manufacturing costs, consequently fell from 11.6 to 11.2 percent. As the size of the workforce increased further in 1999, personnel costs went up by 8.5 percent to DM 4,481 (4,130) million. The cost of materials rose by 6.0 percent to DM 19,862 (18,732) million. Selling and distribution costs in 1999 amounted to DM 1,716 (1,599) million. General administration expenses totalled DM 281 (222)



Development in earnings before taxes (DM million) and sales return before taxes (%)



million. The result for other operating income and expenditure rose to DM 251 (215) million.



589



Total



862



1,112



1,684



1,640



The financial result for the Audi Group was down on the previous year, at DM 82 (122)



2,000



million. This decrease is substantially due to the reallocation of liquid funds to special funds, the interest earnings or profits for which were



6.2%



1,500 5.5% 4.6%



Higher investment earnings offset these effects



1,000



to a certain extent.



3.5%



500



95



96
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Earnings before taxes 52



not paid out. The lower volume of assets invested likewise reduced the financial result.



5.0%



Sales return before taxes
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Key earnings data



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



Sales return before taxes



%



3.5



4.6



5.0



6.2



5.5



Sales return after taxes



%



0.7



1.6



1.6



1.7



2.1



Equity return after taxes



%



6.2



15.9



17.7



20.2



24.4



Return on employed capital before taxes



%



7.8



9.6



10.8



14.3



13.5



Return on employed capital after taxes



%



1.6



3.4



3.6



3.9



5.8



2.2



2.1



2.2



2.3



2.3



Capital turnover



The combined impact of the rise in development costs, the expenditure on investments in recent years and the first-time inclusion of the results of subsidiaries in the consolidated accounts was evident: the result of the Audi Group’s ordinary business activities in the year under review was slightly down on the previous year at DM 1,640 (1,684) million. The sales return figure consequently fell back to 5.5 (6.2) percent. By contrast, net earnings rose sharply by DM 171 million to DM 634 (463) million. The lower tax bill of DM 1,006 (1,221) million was a positive factor in this development. After the profit transfer to VOLKSWAGEN AG of DM 222 million, there remained a net profit for the period of DM 412 million for the Audi Group – an increase of around 70 percent on the previous year. We have allocated this amount to other revenue reserves. Result according to DVFA/SG* The result according to DVFA/SG represents a company’s net profit for the period, adjusted to compensate for special factors. The purpose of this reference figure is to reflect the profitability of a company in as objective a manner as possible, irrespective of the accounting principles applied in the preparation of its financial statements. This figure is therefore suitable for drawing comparisons between individual periods and between companies. The method of calculating the DVFA result was modified in the year under review. The new system is now clearly geared to internationally established accounting and valuation principles. The DVFA result rose by 14.1 percent to DM 941 (825) million in 1999. This is equivalent to DM 21.89 (19.18) per share. * Based on the recommendations of the working group of the Schmalenbach-Gesellschaft on the statement of changes in financial position. DVFA result for 1998 adjusted in line with the new method of calculation.



Added value



1999 DM million



1998 %



DM million



%



Source Sales revenues



29,624



+ Other income



990



864



24,360



22,143



– Expenses prepaid



Added value



6,254



27,222



100.0



5,943



100.0



Distribution Employees



4,481



71.7



4,130



69.5



State



1,018



16.3



1,235



20.8



121



1.9



115



1.9



Creditors Transfer of profits to VOLKSWAGEN AG



222



3.5



221



3.7



Net profit remaining



412



6.6



242



4.1
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Balance Sheet Structure Net worth and capital position remain healthy The Audi Group’s balance sheet total revealed a slight year-on-year increase of 3.4 percent, to DM 13,110 (12,683) million. The assets side was dominated in particular by our continuing high investment activity: fixed assets rose sharply, to DM 7,196 (6,114) million. Capital investments



Finance



of DM 2,966 (3,168) million compared with depreciation and net disposals amounting to DM 2,325 (1,771) million. The rejuvenation and expansion of the model and engine range accounted for the lion’s share of investment activities. We in addition invested in the structural expansion of our plants. We are planning to maintain a high investment volume in 2000. We will be pursuing this corporate strategy of intensified investment in our own future both at the parent company, AUDI AG, and at our subsidiaries. Current assets fell by 10.0 percent to DM 5,914 (6,569) million. Inventories rose to DM 1,760 (1,545) million on account of the higher sales volume and the more extensive model range. Raw materials and supplies increased to DM 516 (460) million. Inventories as a percentage of the balance sheet total consequently rose to 13.4 (12.2) percent. Short-term borrowings in particular also increased. Liquid assets fell to DM 2,953 (4,364) million in the year under review. On the balance sheet date, around 65 (44) percent of liquid funds were invested in capital-market instruments. Liquidity covered 52 (77) percent of short-term borrowings.



Balance sheet structure in DM million



13,110



13,110 12,683



12,683



Shareholders’ equity and liabilities



Assets 10,940



2,819



2,408 10,940



2,331



2,168



9,568



2,169 6,114



8,362 Fixed assets



7,196



1,984



4,717 3,869 2,281



3,351



2,465



929



Receivables and liquid assets



54



1,268



8,362 Shareholders’ 1,812 equity



1,875



1,545 Inventories



9,568



1,518 1,630



2,491 1,760



2,241



784



4,227



4,770



4,955



5,024



4,154



5,679



5,642



4,405



3,825



95



96



97



98



99



99



98



97



96



Long-term borrowings



Medium-term 1,737 borrowings



Short-term 3,183 borrowings



95
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Key data on internal financing



Cash flow



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



DM million



1,774



1,496



1,994



2,373



2,274



DM million



2,172



1,843



2,306



3,365



1,701



205.1



103.5



101.4



74.9



76.7



Cash flow +/other internal financing Cash flow as percentage of capital investments



%



On the shareholders’ equity and liabilities side, shareholders’ equity, including special items with an equity portion, rose sharply by 17.0 percent to DM 2,819 (2,408) million. The allocation to other revenue reserves of DM 412 (242) million, much higher than in 1998, had a particularly positive effect on this figure. Total reserves, following allocation of the net income for the year, rose to DM 2,569 (2,156) million. Since shareholders’ equity increased more sharply than the balance sheet total, the equity ratio rose to 21.5 (19.0) percent. Borrowings were slightly up on the prior-year figure, at DM 10,291 (10,275) million. Provisions reached DM 6,699 (6,758) million, and liabilities totalled DM 3,592 (3,517) million. The long-term funds available to the company – shareholders’ equity and longterm borrowings – accounted for 39.3 (36.1) percent of the balance sheet total, consequently covering 71.6 (74.8) percent of fixed assets. Cash flow Compared with the previous year, cash flow fell to DM 2,274 (2,373) million. The positive effects of the higher result and higher depreciation were offset by the reduction in medium-term and long-term provisions. Investments in tangible assets of DM 2,966 million were covered by cash flow to just under 77 percent. The inflow of funds from current business operations was reduced by the decrease in the level of other financing to DM 1,701 (3,365) million. The impact of the higher inventories and receivables, together with the fall in short-term provisions and the smaller increase in liabilities, was evident here. This contrasted with an outflow of funds from investment activity and the transfer of profit to VOLKSWAGEN AG. Financial resources at the end of the reporting period totalled DM 2,953 million; this represents a drop of DM 1,411 million compared with the previous year. The detailed flow of funds analysis is shown in the Notes to the Audi Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements on page 65.
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Consolidated Companies Development of consolidated companies The fully consolidated companies are AUDI AG as the parent company, AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. and, for the first time, COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and the companies belonging to the Lamborghini Group, which were acquired in 1998, together with the subsidiary founded in 1997 in Brazil, AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. As a



Finance



requirement of inclusion in the consolidated financial statements, these companies have in addition prepared their individual accounts in accordance with group-wide accounting principles. The Supervisory Board of AUDI AG approved an injection of new capital into COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A. on December 3, 1999. A total of DM 50 million in fresh funds was made available in the past financial year. quattro GmbH and ZERAL Verwaltung GmbH & Co. Bissendorf KG are consolidated at equity. AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. – engines from Hungary in operation worldwide The Györ-based subsidiary is the largest supplier of engines to the Audi Group; in 1999, it progressed to become one of the companies with the highest sales revenues in Hungary. Audi Hungaria supplies spark-ignition and diesel engines to Audi, Volksˇ wagen, Seat and Skoda. In conjunction with the Ingolstadt plant, Audi Hungaria has in addition been building vehicles – the Audi TT Coupé – since 1998; this is the first top-segment car to be built in Hungary. Last summer, this Audi subsidiary commenced volume production of our open-top sports car, the Audi TT Roadster. As in previous years, AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. enjoyed rapid expansion in 1999: sales revenues rose by around 50 percent to DM 5,531 (3,695) million. Earnings before taxes were up by about 49 percent to DM 506 (339) million. As in 1998, the entire amount was reinvested in the expansion of operations. Last year, the company built 1,001,912 (986,773) engines. This represents an increase of 1.5 percent on 1998. In addition, 52,579 (13,682) of the Audi TT left the production line. At the end of 1999, 4,312 (3,425) people were employed at the Györ plant. To cope with the high level of demand, Audi Hungaria stepped up the annual production capacity of the vehicle production line from the previous 40,000 to over 50,000 cars. It in addition broadened the range of engines built there: the first eightcylinder TDI engines were produced in Györ at the end of last year, setting a new landmark in Audi’s diesel technology.



Consolidated companies within the Audi Group



AUDI Aktiengesellschaft



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A.



Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A.
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Motori Marini Lamborghini S.p.A.



AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA.



Lamborghini ArtiMarca S.p.A.



quattro GmbH



ZERAL Verwaltung GmbH & Co. Bissendorf KG
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Audi Hungaria invested DM 599 million in the year under review in the expansion of its engine production operations in Györ. A significant portion of this investment was earmarked for the production of four-cylinder diesel engines. The primary objective of creating extra capacity at the Györ plant is to cover our own demand for advanced four-cylinder TDI engines. These power units are in addition supplied to the Volkswagen Group. The first of these engines were completed at the start of 2000. In autumn 1999, Audi Hungaria launched a project for production-flanking development work on engines. The project, in which a total of DM 27 million is being invested, will be based at the plant’s extended site. It is scheduled to start in the first quarter of 2001. COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED – engineering expertise of the highest calibre Cosworth Technology specializes in the development, design and production of pioneering powertrain concepts. The clients of this Audi subsidiary include the Volkswagen Group and other leading car manufacturers from all over the world. The company’s headquarters are in Northampton, Great Britain. It also has operations based in Wellingborough and Worcester. Cosworth Technology possesses specialist expertise in the field of engineering. The Castings Division of this Audi subsidiary supplies aluminium casting technology for engine components, an area in which the company owns important patents. In conjunction with quattro GmbH, Cosworth Technology developed a new cylinder head for the six-cylinder biturbo engine that powers the Audi RS4, and applied a special technique to cast it. The Manufacturing Division produces and assembles small-series engines. At the end of 1999, COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED employed a total workforce of 711. In the year under review, our British subsidiary manufactured 1,179 complete engines, as well as engine components. The company generated total sales revenues of DM 134 million. The past financial year was essentially a time of restructuring and consolidation. As part of the repositioning of Cosworth Technology, DM 51 million were invested in the company to establish a sound basis on which it is to build its future business. Lamborghini – an Italian legend, now part of the Audi family The story goes that Enzo Ferrari once refused to meet with Ferrucio Lamborghini, the farmer’s son and successful industrialist, because the latter had a complaint about Ferrari models. This was apparently Lamborghini’s motivation for setting up his own car factory in 1963, in an effort to better Ferrari in every respect. Audi acquired Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A., based in Sant’Agata Bolognese, in 1998 and restructured the company in the same year. The company, which now goes under the name of Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A., controls the three new subsidiaries Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (cars), Motori Marini Lamborghini S.p.A. (speedboat engines) and Lamborghini ArtiMarca S.p.A. (brand articles and licensing). At the Geneva Motor Show, the Italian sports car manufacturer unveiled the fastest sports car in the world approved for use on public roads, the new Lamborghini Diablo GT. The Diablo draws its power from a twelve-cylinder engine that has been bored out to 6 litres, has an output of 423 kW and is capable of a top speed of 338 km/h. Our Italian subsidiary is also noted for impressive speed on water: Motori Marini Lamborghini has boasted an outstanding reputation as a manufacturer of speedboat engines for many years. In 1994, 1996 and 1998, the company supplied the engines for the winning boat in Off-Shore Class 1 of the World Championships – the aquatic equivalent of Formula 1. 57
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Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. supplied 265 sports cars to customers in the year under review. The Lamborghini Group recorded sales revenues totalling DM 92 million, with its cars bringing in around 85 percent of this amount. 380 people were employed there at the end of the reporting period. A service and restoration centre for classic Lamborghinis was built on the company’s premises in Sant’Agata Bolognese in autumn 1999. The Audi Group is in addition planning to open a »Munich Airport Lamborghini Forum« in the course of 2000. Alongside the current model range, its exhibits will include a historic car, a cutaway model of a current engine, and merchandising products. These showrooms are in the direct vicinity of the Audi Forum. AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. – involvement in Brazil further intensified Audi established the Brazilian subsidiary AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. in 1997. The company, based in Curitiba, in the federal state of Paraná, holds the Audi shares in the plant which was erected jointly with Volkswagen do Brasil. The first Audi A3 cars left the production line in mid-1999. The subscribed capital of AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. was raised by DM 173 million in the past financial year. These funds served as a further capital contribution to Volkswagen do Brasil for the new plant in Curitiba. AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. reported balanced earnings before taxes for 1999. The personal touch: exclusive products from quattro GmbH The Neckarsulm-based quattro GmbH, founded in 1983, complements the mainstream Audi product range with independent product lines placing the emphasis on individuality, sports appeal and exclusivity. Its range extends from comprehensive customization options and accessories for all Audi models, to a broad selection of lifestyle articles. The new highlight of quattro GmbH’s diverse product range is the Audi RS4, which quattro GmbH has created independently and developed in conjunction with AUDI AG. A profit-transfer agreement was concluded between AUDI AG and quattro GmbH with effect from January 1, 1999.* The nominal capital of quattro GmbH was raised from DM 50,000 to EUR 100,000 in February 2000. This Audi subsidiary recorded sales revenues totalling DM 38 (23) million in 1999.



* The profit-transfer agreement is still subject to approval by the Annual General Meeting of AUDI AG on June 29, 2000.
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Ratios per Audi share1)



Compensatory payment



2)



Compensatory payment and tax credit



2)



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



Euro



0.31



0.46



0.61



0.77



0.77 3)



Euro



0.44



0.66



0.87



1.09



4.12



9.37



15.40



19.18



1.10 3) 5)



21.89 5)



Result acc. to DVFA/SG



DM



Cash flow



DM



41.26



34.80



46.38



55.19



52.89



Shareholders’ equity



DM



42.14



46.14



50.44



56.00



65.55



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



Highest



Euro



27.51



50.36



102.21



103.08



85.00



Lowest



Euro



20.96



24.54



48.11



60.59



56.50



Quoted price at year end (Frankf. Stock Exch.) Euro



24.54



48.57



70.05



74.14



61.00



4)



Market prices of the Audi share1) 2)



1)



Previous years adjusted at a ratio of 1:10, following introduction



3)



Based on the proposal regarding the appropriation of net earnings



4)



German Association for Financial Analysis and Investment



of individual share certificates 2)



put forward by the Board of Management of VOLKSWAGEN AG



Values for 1995 to 1998 converted into euro for information only



Consultancy/Schmalenbach-Gesellschaft 5)



DVFA result according to updated method of calculation



Audi Shares Audi switches to individual share certificates and the euro On June 24, 1999 the Annual General Meeting of AUDI AG voted to convert its capital stock from par-value shares into individual share certificates – in other words, shares with no par value – at a ratio of 1 to 10. This meant that one share with a par value of DM 50 was replaced by ten individual share certificates (par value of DM 100:20 individual share certificates; par value of DM 1,000:200 individual share certificates). AUDI AG’s capital stock was simultaneously denominated in euro. If the number of shares had remained unchanged, each share would therefore have had a fictitious par value of EUR 2.55646. This was rounded up to EUR 2.56. Instead of covering the necessary increase in capital stock of EUR 152,245.54 by issuing new shares, Audi converted other profit reserves into capital stock. AUDI AG’s capital stock now amounts to EUR 110,080,000. Profit transfer and compensatory payment for shareholders Around 99 percent of the share capital of AUDI AG is held by VOLKSWAGEN AG. A control and profit-transfer agreement exists between the two companies: this agreement lays down the level of compensatory payment to be made to Audi small shareholders. For each Audi share, Audi small shareholders will receive a compensatory payment equivalent to the dividend paid out for the same financial year on one Volkswagen individual share certificate. The Annual General Meeting of VOLKSWAGEN AG to be held on May 23, 2000 will determine the dividend payable for the 1999 financial year. Audi share price trends Audi share price trends*



The AUDI AG share represents just under one



euro



percent of the CDAX Automobile, a sector index 120



for leading German automotive manufacturers and suppliers whose shares are quoted on the stock market. The CDAX Automobile started in



100



1999 on 452 points and ended the year on 431 points, a drop of around 5 percent. The price of



80



an Audi share reflected this trend, falling by around 18 percent within the course of the year.
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It closed on December 30, 1999 at EUR 61. 40



95



96 Quoted price at year end



97



98 Highest Lowest
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99 Values for years 1995 to 1998 adjusted



*



at a ratio of 1:10 and converted to euro
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Consolidated Balance Sheet Annual Accounts



ASSETS



Note



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



Fixed assets Intangible assets Tangible assets Financial assets



[1] [2] [3]



155,763



30,740



6,653,945



5,623,038



386,104



460,571



7,195,812



6,114,349



1,759,900



1,544,746



Current assets Inventories Receivables and other assets Other securities



[4] [5] [6]



Cash on hand, cash in banks



Prepaid and deferred charges



1,192,786



655,682



1,915,414



1,913,010



1,038,060



2,451,245



5,906,160



6,564,683



7,661



4,145



13,109,633



12,683,177



215,298



215,000



110,954



110,954



2,457,934



2,045,520



2,784,186



2,371,474



SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES



Shareholders’ equity Subscribed capital of AUDI AG Capital reserve Revenue reserves



60



[7] [8] [9]



Special items with an equity portion



[10]



34,391



36,665



Provisions



[11]



6,699,125



6,758,460



Liabilities



[12]



3,591,931



3,516,578



13,109,633



12,683,177
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Consolidated Statement of Earnings Note



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



29,623,692



27,222,143



26,319,325



24,053,979



3,304,367



3,168,164



[15]



1,715,665



1,598,608



281,335



221,993



780,536



627,180



Interest result



[16] [17] [18] [19]



Write-downs of financial assets and of securities classified as current assets



[20]



Sales revenues Manufacturing costs of products generating sales revenues



[13] [14]



Gross profit Selling and distribution expenses General administration expenses Other operating income Other operating expenses Participations result



Results of ordinary business activities



529,559



412,005



+68,543



+29,244



+20,566



+93,204



7,143



1,042



1,640,310



1,684,144



[21]



1,006,310



1,221,144



Profit transferred as a result of profit transfer agreement



[22]



222,000



221,000



Net income for the year



[23]



412,000



242,000



Taxes on earnings and income of which charged by VOLKSWAGEN AG DM 1,004,749 (1,220,908) thousand
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Development of Fixed Assets



DM ‘000



Gross book values



Value adjustments



DM ‘000



Gross book values



Value adjustments



Additions



Transfers



Disposals



Acquisition or



Book Book



Acquisition or



Carry-forward for com-



manufacturing cost



panies being consoli-



manufacturing cost



1 Jan. 1999



dated for the first time



31 Dec. 1999



52,881



6,114



13,541



161



11,842



60,855



22,141



4,088



13,327



–



11,812



–



–



153,315



–



–



153,315



–



–



30,663



–



52,881



6,114



166,856



161



11,842



214,170



22,141



4,088



43,990



Land, land rights and buildings, incl. buildings on land owned by others



3,855,811



63,483



249,435



110,637



54,443



4,224,923



2,138,174



5,472



Technical equipment and machinery



4,921,365



89,399



556,217



316,040



300,438



5,582,583



3,689,866



Other equipment, factory and office equipment



6,734,777



34,999



1,217,259



149,483



313,458



7,823,060



969,430



2,891



762,732



–576,321



803



16,481,383



190,772



2,785,643



–161



444,139



98,139



148,513



–



–



54,239 5,443



Accumulated Carry-forward for com-



Depreciation



panies being consoli-



for current



depreciation



1 Jan. 1999 dated for the first time



year



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



–



27,744



33,111



30,740



–



–



30,663



122,652



–



–



11,812



–



58,407



155,763



30,740



201,719



1,908



49,892



–



2,297,381



1,927,542



1,717,637



31,255



708,973



–2,570



294,072



–



4,133,452



1,449,131



1,231,499



5,030,216



21,823



892,101



662



243,166



–



5,701,636



2,121,424



1,704,561



1,157,929



89



1,491



501



–



–



–



2,081



1,155,848



969,341



669,142



18,788,495



10,858,345



60,041



1,803,294



–



587,130



–



12,134,550



6,653,945



5,623,038



–



390,217



300,574



–



–



–



–



–



–



–



300,574



444,139



12,542



–



129



12,413



–



–



–



–



–



–



–



12,413



–



–



5,953



–



6



60,186



53,070



–



–



–



–



53,070



–



60,186



1,169



–



–



–



–



5,443



–



–



–



–



–



–



–



5,443



5,443



depreciation



Transfers



Disposals



Write-ups



Accumulated



Notes



Intangible assets Concessions, industrial property rights and similar rights and values, as well as licences thereto Goodwill



Tangible assets



Payments on account and construction in progress



Financial assets Holdings in affiliated companies Loans to affiliated companies Holdings in associated companies Participations Loans to companies linked through participation Other loans



Total fixed assets



62



73



–



–



–



17



56



11



–



–



–



–



4



7



49



62



11,590



26



2,545



–



5,158



9,003



1,832



–



7



–



1



274



1,564



7,439



9,758



515,484



98,165



169,553



–



395,527



387,675



54,913



–



7



–



1



53,348



1,571



386,104



460,571



17,049,748



295,051



3,122,052



–



1,076,511



19,390,340



10,935,399



64,129



1,847,291



–



598,943



53,348



12,194,528



7,195,812



6,114,349
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General notes on the consolidated balance sheet and the statement of earnings The consolidated financial statements for the Audi Group have been drawn up in conformity with the requirements of the German Commercial Code and the rules laid down in the German Stock Corporation Act. For the sake of greater clarity and visibility, certain individual items in the balance sheet and statement of earnings have been combined. These items are shown separately in the notes to the financial statements. With effect from January 1, 1999 (introduction of the euro), exchange rates are disclosed as an indirect,



Notes



rather than a direct, quotation. For the purpose of valuing foreign-currency receivables and liabilities, the terms of reference for the expression of buying and selling are thus reversed. The statement of earnings has been prepared according to the cost-of-sales method. The accounting, valuation, disclosure and currency translation methods used in 1998 have in essence been retained. Any individual changes compared with the previous year are explained in the notes.



Companies included in consolidation Fully consolidated group companies include all those companies in which AUDI AG holds a direct or indirect interest of more than 50 percent or which are under central management. In addition to AUDI AG, these are AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. and the companies included in the consolidated accounts for the first time: COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, four companies of the Lamborghini Group and AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. Two domestic subsidiaries upon which AUDI AG exerts a controlling influence have been included in the consolidated financial statements at equity. On the basis of the control concept, AUDI Japan K.K. is consolidated by VOLKSWAGEN AG pursuant to § 290 Para. 2 of German Commercial Code. Four foreign subsidiaries and seven domestic companies have moreover not been included in consolidation. These subsidiaries are of only minor significance for the group’s net worth, financial position and earnings situation. Three domestic companies and one foreign participation upon which AUDI AG exerts a substantial influence are rated as associated companies and are included at acquisition cost in the consolidated financial statements, in view of their marginal value. A list of the Audi Group’s equity holdings appears on pages 77 and 78.



Principles of consolidation The capital is consolidated according to the purchase method. This means that the acquisition costs are offset against the parent company’s proportionate equity capital at the time of acquisition or first-time consolidation. The assets and liabilities of domestic and foreign companies included in the consolidated financial statements are reported in accordance with the uniform accounting and valuation methods used for the group as a whole. The proportionate equity capital in affiliated companies has been calculated on the basis of the accounting and valuation principles applied at the respective companies. Receivables, liabilities, expenses and income between consolidated companies have been eliminated. Intra-group profits have been eliminated from group inventories and fixed assets. Where consolidation has an impact on net earnings, accruals have been made for accumulated tax payments. Where accruals have been made for tax liabilities in the course of consolidation, these have been offset against the balance of deferred taxes from the individual financial statements; the latter do not appear in the balance sheet, however.



Currency translation For the consolidated financial statements, the additions to tangible assets in the individual financial statements of foreign subsidiaries and the amounts carried forward for companies being consolidated for the first time are translated at the average rate for the month of acquisition; depreciation and disposals are shown at the average exchange rates (historical rates) weighted on the basis of the monthly additions.
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With the exception of loans, financial assets are reported at the exchange rates at the time of acquisition and revised on this historical basis. Loans are translated at the mean of the buying and selling rate on the balance sheet date. Other assets and liabilities are valued at the mean of the buying and selling rate on the balance sheet date. Changes in the currency translation differences resulting from exchange-rate movements during the year in progress are booked to net earnings by the Audi Group. Average monthly rates are usually applied in the statement of earnings. In a departure from this principle, depreciation of financial assets are performed on a historical basis. The depreciation of tangible assets contained in the manufacturing costs and functional areas are likewise translated at historical rates. The result for the year for foreign subsidiaries is obtained by translation of the amount in local currency at the rate on the balance sheet date, taking account of the effect of currency translation on net earnings for reporting purposes.



Flow of Funds Analysis



Net earnings before transfer of profits Depreciation less write-ups of fixed assets Increase in medium and long-term provisions



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



634,000



463,000



1,793,944



1,730,283



–151,281



182,679



Other expenses and income not affecting payments Cash flow



–2,276



–2,781



2,274,387



2,373,181



Profit/loss on disposals



15,000



15,003



–755,775



–344,734



Change in short-term provisions



91,946



464,935



Change in liabilities



75,354



856,278



414



0



Change in inventories and receivables



Change in other items Inflow of funds from current operations



1,701,326



3,364,663



Outgoings for capital investments1)



2,965,796



3,167,877



Inpayments from asset disposals Outflow of funds from investment activities



–75,391



–25,709



2,890,405



3,142,168



Inpayment from capital increase



298



0



222,000



221,000



–1,410,781



1,495



Funds at start of period



4,364,255



4,362,760



Funds at end of period



2,953,474



4,364,255



Transfer of profits to VOLKSWAGEN AG Effective change in funds



1) Less



acquisition costs for financial assets (DM 387 million) in preceding years for subsidiaries fully consolidated for the first time in the



1999 financial year.



The flow of funds analysis reveals the origin and use of the Audi Group’s funds. Cash flow fell to DM 2,274 (2,373) million. The positive effects of the higher result and of higher depreciation were offset by the reduction in medium-term and long-term provisions. The inflow of funds from current business operations was reduced by the decrease in the level of other internal financing to DM 1,701 (3,365) million. The outflow of funds from investment activities totalled DM 2,890 (3,142) million. Financial resources fell by a total of DM 1,411 million. 65
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Notes to the Consolidated Balance Sheet [1]



Intangible assets



Concessions, industrial property rights and similar rights and values, as well as licences thereto



Notes



Goodwill



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



33,111



30,740



122,652



–



155,763



30,740



Intangible assets comprise purchased computer software and licences in such rights and values, as well as subsidies to utility companies. Two balancing items booked to assets (goodwill) arose from first-time consolidation during the period under review.



Valuation principles Intangible assets are capitalized at acquisition cost, taking into account incidental acquisition costs and acquisition cost reductions, and depreciated pro rata temporis. Goodwill from the first-time inclusion in the consolidated accounts is depreciated over a period of five years, starting in the year of first-time consolidation.



[2]



Tangible assets



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



Land, land rights and buildings, incl. buildings on land owned by others



1,927,542



1,717,637



Technical equipment and machinery



1,449,131



1,231,499



Other equipment, factory and office equipment



2,121,424



1,704,561



Payments on account and construction in progress



1,155,848



969,341



6,653,945



5,623,038



Valuation principles Tangible assets are valued at acquisition or manufacturing cost, less depreciation. Acquisition cost comprises purchase price, incidental acquisition costs and acquisition cost reductions. Tangible fixed assets invoiced in foreign currencies are valued through translation at the buying rate applicable on the date of invoicing. In the case of self-produced assets, in addition to the directly attributable cost of materials and personnel costs, manufacturing cost also comprises the material overheads and production overheads that must be capitalized for tax purposes, including proportionate depreciation. Interest on borrowings is not taken into account. Regular depreciation on tangible assets is charged using either the straight-line method or – to the extent permissible under tax laws – the declining-balance method. A scheduled changeover is made from the declining-balance method to the straight-line method as soon as the latter produces higher levels of depreciation. Depreciation of depreciable assets is dated from their acquisition or completion. The full yearly rate of depreciation was made on movable assets in Germany acquired in the first half of the year, and the half-yearly rate on those acquired in the second half of the year.
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Our depreciation plan is based for the most part on the following estimates of useful lives: Buildings (excluding plant fixtures)



25 – 30 years



Plant fixtures



8 – 30 years



Production machinery



5 – 10 years



Other equipment, factory and office equipment, including special tools, jigs and fixtures



3 – 10 years



Low-value assets are fully expensed in the year of acquisition. Opportunities for special depreciation for tax purposes are utilized to the full. Differences in comparison with depreciation according to commercial law resulting from increased deductions under § 7d of the Income Tax Act (environmental protection) as well as from special depreciation under § 82d of the Income Tax Directive (research and development) and pursuant to § 6b of the Income Tax Act (transfer of capital gains) are shown under special items with an equity portion.



[3]



Financial assets



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



300,574



444,139



Holdings in affiliated companies Loans to affiliated companies



12,413



–



Holdings in associated companies



60,186



1,169



5,443



5,443



Participations Loans to companies linked through participation Other loans



49



62



7,439



9,758



386,104



460,571



The decrease in holdings in affiliated companies is largely the result of the first-time full consolidation of COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. and the Lamborghini Group, and the resulting changes to the holdings structure. On the other hand, there was a major addition to holdings in affiliated companies as a result of the DM 225 million dormant equity holding of AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA. in the Curitiba Business Unit. The loans to affiliated companies totalling DM 12,413 thousand represent funds contributed by members of the company’s workforce to the time »bond« scheme. These funds are invested by AUDI AG in VOLKSWAGEN AG special funds. The change in holdings in affiliated companies is principally attributable to the write-up of DM 53,070 thousand at one foreign company.



Valuation principles Holdings in affiliated and associated companies, where they are not valued using the equity method, and also participations, are shown at acquisition cost or the lower applicable value. Additions to financial assets in foreign currency are translated at the current buying rate on the day of the transaction. Interest-free and low-interest loans are stated in cash value on the basis of an annual interest rate of 7 percent.
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Inventories



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



Raw materials and supplies



515,557



459,882



Work in progress



522,085



443,448



Finished goods and merchandise



722,258



641,416



1,759,900



1,544,746



Notes



[4]



14.03.2000



Inventories % 29.8



29.3 41.5



41.0



29.7



28.7



Raw materials and supplies Work in progress Finished goods and merchandise



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



Valuation principles Raw materials and supplies are stated at updated average acquisition cost or at the lower replacement value. Materials invoiced in foreign currencies are valued on the day of the transaction using regularly adjusted fixed exchange rates. Incidental acquisition costs and acquisition cost reductions are taken into account as appropriate. In the case of work in progress and finished goods, which are valued at manufacturing cost, direct materials are likewise included on the basis of average acquisition cost. The values given also comprise direct personnel costs, together with other costs which must be capitalized under tax law. Interest payments on borrowings are not included. Company cars are depreciated at a rate permissible under tax regulations on the basis of their anticipated useful life. Merchandise is valued at acquisition cost. Provision has been made for all discernible storage and inventory risks by way of value adjustments. In this, work in progress and finished goods, as well as merchandise, are valued loss-free as soon as the values derived from the sales market are lower than the acquisition or manufacturing costs.
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Receivables and other assets



Trade receivables



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



388,756



255,625



397,882



210,313



33,210



25,125



372,938



164,619



1,192,786



655,682



of which amounts due in more than one year DM 289 (120) thousand Receivables from affiliated companies of which trade receivables DM 341,950 (209,472) thousand Receivables from companies linked through participation of which trade receivables DM 33,210 (25,125) thousand Other current assets of which amounts due in more than one year DM 600 (603) thousand



Valuation principles Receivables and other assets are stated at their nominal value or at acquisition cost. Provision is made for discernible one-off risks and general credit risks in the form of appropriate value adjustments. In a departure from the principle used in the annual financial statements of AUDI AG, receivables in foreign currencies are valued at the mean of the buying and selling rates on the balance sheet date. Lower exchange rates on the balance sheet date are taken into account.



[6]



Other securities This item comprises capital-market instruments and shares in specialized securities funds.



Valuation principles Securities are valued at acquisition cost or the lower applicable value on the balance sheet date.



[7]



Subscribed capital Pursuant to the resolution of the Annual General Meeting on June 24, 1999 the capital stock was converted to individual share certificates and denominated in euro; the capital stock was moreover increased from company funds. Following the increase, the capital stock totals DM 215,297, 766.40 or EUR 110,080,000. It is divided into 43,000,000 bearer shares. The capital stock, which amounted to EUR 109,927, 754.46 as a result of the changeover to the euro, was increased to EUR 110,080,000 to produce the rounded par value of EUR 2.56 per share, without any new shares being issued. The difference of EUR 152,245.54 or DM 298 thousand was added to the company’s capital stock from other revenue reserves.
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Capital reserve The capital reserve consists of premiums on the issue of company shares. As at December 31, 1999, it was unchanged at DM 111 million.



Notes



[9]



Revenue reserves



Legal reserve Other revenue reserves



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



256



256



2,457,678



2,045,264



2,457,934



2,045,520



The net income for the year of DM 412 (242) million has been allocated to other revenue reserves. In the course of converting the capital stock to euro, a sum of DM 298 thousand from other revenue reserves was converted into capital stock. A balancing item of DM 712 thousand was booked to equity and liabilities for one subsidiary as a result of its first-time consolidation.



[10]



Special items with an equity portion



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



§ 7d of Income Tax Act (environmental protection)



5,765



6,788



§ 82d of Income Tax Directive (research and development)



7,217



7,779



21,409



22,098



34,391



36,665



31 Dec. 1999



31 Dec. 1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



2,031,070



1,886,148



Adjustment to value of fixed assets in accordance with:



§ 6b of Income Tax Act (transfer of capital gains)



[11]



Provisions



Provisions for pensions and similar obligations Provisions in respect of taxes Other provisions



1,872



408



4,666,183



4,871,904



6,699,125



6,758,460



Other provisions relate for the most part to warranty claims cover, selling/distribution expenses and workforce-related costs, as well as legal expenses and product liability risks. Provisions also exist for risks arising on pending transactions and from purchasing and development commitments, and for repair backlogs to be cleared in the first three months of the following financial year. In the consolidated financial statements, non-tax-deductible expenditure reserves have been set up in order to provide for certain charges that have already been incurred as a result of model changes, as required under § 249 Para. 2 of the German Commercial Code.
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Valuation principles Provisions have been set up according to sound commercial judgement and cover all risks from anticipated claims within this context. Provisions for pensions have been created on the basis of § 6a of the Income Tax Act using the goingconcern value method, applying actuarial principles. In a departure from the financial statements of AUDI AG, the Audi Group has applied an interest rate of 5 percent for the purpose of calculating provisions for pensions. Provisions for long-service awards have been discounted at a rate of 5.5 percent, taking into account the rules on valuation for tax purposes and applying actuarial principles. Provisions for product liability claims in North America have been calculated in US dollars and translated using updated average exchange rates, or the higher buying rate on the balance sheet date. Provisions for warranty claims cover have been created on the basis of previous or estimated claims incurred by vehicles sold.



[12]



Liabilities



31 Dec. 1999 Total



31 Dec. 1998 Total



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



47,771



–



47,771



1,225



2,077,059



–



2,077,059



1,894,235



1,076,266



1,297,918



–)



(156,553)



(329,225)



–



364



28,541



Due in up to 1 year



Due in over 5 years



DM ‘000 Advance payments received Trade payables Amounts payable to affiliated companies



600,144



of which trade payables



(156,553)



Amounts payable to companies linked through participation of which trade payables Other liabilities



303,622 (



364 (



364)



343,979



(



–)



(



364)



(



502)



10,359



390,471



294,659



of which taxes



(157,034)



(



–)



(157,034)



(128,831)



of which in respect of social insurance



(118,535)



(



–)



(118,535)



( 97,179)



313,981



3,591,931



3,516,578



3,069,317



Medium-term liabilities amount to DM 208,633 thousand. Of this total, DM 172,500 thousand relate to amounts payable to affiliated companies and DM 36,133 thousand to other liabilities.



Valuation principles Liabilities are shown at the amount at which they must be repaid. Liabilities in foreign currencies are valued – in a departure from the financial statements for AUDI AG – at the mean of the buying and selling rate on the balance sheet date.
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Notes to the Consolidated Statement of Earnings



[13]



Sales revenues



1999



1998



Notes



Share



Share



DM ‘000



%



DM ‘000



%



Domestic sales



13,621,514



46.0



12,967,677



47.6



Europe (excluding Germany)



11,128,159



37.5



10,229,657



37.6



North America



3,757,868



12.7



2,807,985



10.3



Rest of world



1,116,151



3.8



1,216,824



4.



808,599 174,296 133,256



2.7 0.6 0.5



698,929 309,433 208,462



2.6 1.1 0.8



Export sales



16,002,178



54.0



14,254,466



52.4



Total



29,623,692



100.0



27,222,143



100.0



of which: Asia/Oceania Africa Latin America



Sales revenues %



by region



by segment



3.8 11.8



14.5



12.7 14.1



Audi A3 46.0



Domestic



37.5



31.8



Audi A4



27.8



Europe (excluding Germany)



Audi A6



North America Rest of world



Other models 1999



1999



Other revenues



Vehicle sales accounted for 88 (89) percent of total sales revenues. The increase in sales resulted mainly from the higher average sales revenue per vehicle; the proportion of vehicle export sales rose from 57 to 58 percent. The Audi A4 is the model making the highest contribution to sales revenues. The remaining sales revenues, which accounted for 12 (11) percent of the total, were above all for trade receivables from group-interlinked production and miscellaneous sales to third parties.



[14]



Manufacturing costs of products generating sales revenues The manufacturing costs of the products sold include expenses relating to the manufacturing sector and to merchandise. This item also comprises research and development costs, warranty costs and changes in adjustments to the value of inventories. In view of the intensified technical input required, from 1999 on, research and development costs also include the costs of Audi motor sport activities, which until 1998 were reported under selling and distribution expenses.



[15]



Selling and distribution expenses Selling and distribution expenses essentially comprise expenses relating to marketing, sales promotion, advertising, public relations and outgoing freight.
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Other operating income



Liquidation of special items with an equity portion



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



2,274



2,782



Liquidation of provisions



208,246



127,347



Other income



570,016



497,051



780,536



627,180



Other income primarily comprises income from passed-on costs, profits from current accounts held in foreign currencies and income from recourse claims.



[17]



Other operating expenses The largest item included in other operating expenses is expenses for transactions in foreign currency.



[18]



Participations result



Income from participations



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



45,548



29,769



3,039



525



53,070



–



of which from affiliated companies DM 34,983 (29,769) thousand Expenses for participations in affiliated companies Other income from participations Expenses from the transfer of losses



27,036



–



Net income



68,543



29,244



Income from participations relates above all to profit shares from Volkswagen Transport GmbH & Co. OHG and FAW-Volkswagen Automotive Company, Ltd. Other income from participations includes the earnings from write-ups on the participation in one foreign company. The expenses from the transfer of losses relate to expenses incurred in connection with the profit transfer agreement with quattro GmbH.



[19]



Interest result



Income from long-term loans Other interest and similar income



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



868



836



141,137



207,570



121,439



115,202



20,566



93,204



of which from affiliated companies DM 17,279 (19,843) thousand Interest and similar expenses of which to affiliated companies DM 108,556 (105,979) thousand Net income



The reduction in the interest rate level and in the volume of assets invested, and the ploughing-back of earnings from special funds, resulted in lower interest earnings.
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Depreciation of financial assets and of securities classified as current assets Depreciation of financial assets and of securities classified as current assets result from the lower applicable values on the balance sheet date.



[21]



Taxes on earnings and income



Notes



Taxes on earnings and income include taxes passed on by VOLKSWAGEN AG on the basis of the singleentity relationship between the two companies for tax purposes, along with taxes owed by AUDI AG and its consolidated subsidiaries. Operating taxes totalling DM 12 (14) million are allocated to manufacturing costs, selling and distribution expenses and general administration expenses; they are not shown under other taxes.



Net earnings for the year Prior to the transfer of profits to VOLKSWAGEN AG and appropriations to other revenue reserves, net earnings for the year came to DM 634 (463) million.



[22]



Profit transferred as a result of profit transfer agreement Pursuant to the profit transfer agreement with AUDI AG, an amount of DM 222 (221) million was transferred to VOLKSWAGEN AG.



[23]



Determination of distributable profit



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



Net income for the year



412,000



242,000



Transfer to other revenue reserves



412,000



242,000



–



–



Distributable profit



The distributable profit was the same for the group and for AUDI AG. Differences arising on consolidation have been offset within the group’s revenue reserves.



Factors influencing net earnings for the year and future charges The expenses to be allocated to other financial years total DM 122 (175) million, of which DM 75 (127) million represent aperiodic allocations to provisions. This compares with aperiodic income totalling DM 320 (176) million. The latter amount includes income from the liquidation of provisions totalling DM 208 (127) million. The application of tax regulations has only had a minor impact on the group results for 1999. Future charges relating to taxes on earnings (in certain circumstances passed on by VOLKSWAGEN AG) are expected to correspond to just under half of the total amount of the tax concessions claimed, principally the special items with an equity portion.
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Segment reporting The activities of the Audi Group have been divided into the segments AUDI AG, AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft., COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED and Lamborghini Group. AUDI AG accounts for the bulk of the activities of the Audi Group. The segments AUDI AG and Lamborghini Group develop, produce, assemble and sell cars and engines. The segment AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. relates to the production and assembly of engines and cars. The segment COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED develops, builds and assembles engines and vehicle components. The individual figures in the segment reports are based on the group-wide accounting and valuation principles, and not on the individual financial statements which were prepared in accordance with the legal requirements in each specific country.



External sales revenues



AUDI AG AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.



1999



1998



DM million



DM million



27,942



25,851



1,510



1,371



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



81



–



Lamborghini Group



91



–



–



_



29,624



27,222



Miscellaneous, consolidations Audi Group



Sales to other segments



1999



1998



DM million



DM million



AUDI AG



1,209



804



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.



4,029



2,332



27



–



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Lamborghini Group Miscellaneous, consolidations Audi Group



Sales overall



AUDI AG AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED Lamborghini Group



1



–



–5,266



–3,136



–



–



1999



1998



DM million



DM million



29,151



26,655



5,539



3,703



108



–



92



–



Miscellaneous, consolidations



–5,266



–3,136



Audi Group



29,624



27,222
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Results of ordinary business activities



1999



1998



DM million



DM million



1,411



1,430



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.



411



275



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



–50



–



Lamborghini Group



–37



–



Notes



AUDI AG



Miscellaneous, consolidations Audi Group



Cash flow



–95



–21



1,640



1,684



1999



1998



DM million



DM million



1,735



1,944



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.



642



426



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



–33



–



Lamborghini Group



–20



–



AUDI AG



Miscellaneous, consolidations Audi Group



Capital investments



AUDI AG AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft.



–50



3



2,274



2,373



1999



1998



DM million



DM million



2,397



2,957



599



340



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED



51



–



Lamborghini Group



18



–



Miscellaneous, consolidations Audi Group



–99



–129



2,966



3,168



Other particulars Cost of materials



Raw materials and supplies, purchased goods Purchased services



Personnel costs



Wages and salaries Welfare contributions and pension costs



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



18,253,953



17,169,643



1,607,990



1,562,456



19,861,943



18,732,099



1999



1998



DM ‘000



DM ‘000



3,599,902



3,246,660



880,953



882,960



4,480,855



4,129,620



of which in respect of pensions DM 224,858 (261,977) thousand 76
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Average workforce



Group companies in Germany Group companies outside Germany Total of which apprentices



1999



1998



40,736



38,097



5,064



2,914



45,800



41,011



1,474



1,373



Contingent liabilities A contingent liability amounting to DM 8 (9) million existed on December 31, 1999 in respect of the creation of collective charges on real estate to secure non-company liabilities from the long-term rental of a warehouse. Other financial obligations Obligations not shown in the balance sheet and arising from rental and leasing contracts with terms of several years amount to DM 118 (126) million. Of this amount, DM 7 (3) million relate to affiliated companies. Total obligations resulting from rental and leasing agreements with a term of several years are made up as follows: short-term obligations DM 55 (63) million; medium-term obligations DM 54 (50) million, and longterm obligations DM 9 (13) million. Commitments arising from capital investment projects are well within the bounds of standard business practice. Statement of interests held by the Audi Group at December 31, 1999 Name und registered office of company Capital Share %



Shareholders’ equity DM ’000



Earnings



2,325,310



444,0001)



DM ’000



I. Parent company AUDI AG, Ingolstadt II. Subsidiaries A. Fully consolidated companies: AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA., Curitiba (Brazil)



100.00



236,535



–10



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft., Györ (Hungary)



100.00



1,843,516



506,308



Automobili Lamborghini Holding S.p.A., Sant’Agata Bolognese (Italy)



100.00



66,149



–48,984



Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A., Sant’Agata Bolognese (Italy)



100.00



104,879



–41,489



Motori Marini Lamborghini S.p.A., Sant’Agata Bolognese (Italy)



100.00



4,652



–2,351



Lamborghini ArtiMarca S.p.A., Sant’Agata Bolognese (Italy)



100.00



5,364



820



100.00



166,904



–36,401



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, Northampton (Great Britain)
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Name und registered office of company



Shareholders’ equity



Earnings



Capital Share %



DM ’000



DM ’000



100.00



50



0



95.00



48



2



Audi Japan K.K., Tokyo (Japan)



100.00



76,174



18,294



Audi Synko GmbH, Ingolstadt



B. Companies consolidated at equity: quattro GmbH, Neckarsulm ZERAL Verwaltung GmbH & Co. Bissendorf KG, Munich



Notes



C. Companies not included in consolidation:



III.



100.00



14,865



0



Audi Vertriebsbetreuungsgesellschaft mbH, Ingolstadt



100.00



4,143



4,043



AUTO UNION GmbH, Ingolstadt



100.00



673



164



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY, INC., Novi (USA)



100.00



9,050



–1,113



NSU GmbH, Neckarsulm



100.00



397



127



RACING TECHNOLOGY NORFOLK LIMITED, Norfolk (Great Britain)



100.00



9,267



2,693



Volkswagen Group Singapore Pte. Ltd., (Singapore)



49.00



40,809



138



Audi Akademie, Gesellschaft für Personal– und Organisationsentwicklung mbH, Ingolstadt



44.50



888



304



Design Center Europe S.L., Sitges (Spain)



33.33



8,814



–45



Fahr- und Sicherheitstraining FuS GmbH, Ingolstadt



27.45



63



1,346



Volkswagen Transport GmbH & Co. OHG, Wolfsburg



19.00



1,000



135,193



LGI Logistikzentrum im Güterverkehrszentrum Ingolstadt Betreibergesellschaft mbH, Ingolstadt2)



50.00



374



–62



GIF Gewerbe- und Industriepark Bad Friedrichshall GmbH, Bad Friedrichshall2)



30.00



2,098



–364



choice mobilitätsproviding GmbH, Berlin3)



25.20



–



–



FAW-Volkswagen Automotive Company, Ltd., Changchun (China)



10.00



1,094,979



317,050



Associated companies (not consolidated)



1) Before the transfer of profits (DM 222 million) to VOLKSWAGEN AG 2) 1998 financial year 3) Information unavailable The figures for foreign participations have been translated into DM at the mean of the buying and selling rates on the balance sheet date.
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Details of the Board of Management and Supervisory Board The members of the Board of Management and Supervisory Board, together with details of their membership of other supervisory boards and regulatory bodies, are indicated in the Notes to the Financial Statements of AUDI AG. The remuneration of members of the Board of Management for the 1999 financial year came to DM 11,490 (9,197) thousand. Payments to former members of the Board of Management or their surviving dependants amounted to DM 1,860 (1,987) thousand. Pension commitments to former members of the Board of Management and their surviving dependants are covered by provisions totalling DM 22,160 (22,291) thousand. The remuneration of the Supervisory Board amounted to DM 170 (156) thousand.



Ingolstadt, February 9, 2000 The Board of Management
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Independent Auditors’ Report We have examined the consolidated financial statements and the group management report compiled by AUDI AG for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 1999. The preparation of the consolidated financial statements and group management report in accordance with the requirements of German commercial law and the supplementary regulations contained in the statutes is the responsibility of the company’s Board of Management. Our task is to pass judgement on the consolidated financial statements and group management report on the basis of our audit. We have carried out our audit of the annual financial statements in accordance with § 317 of German Commercial Code, observing the principles of proper auditing as laid down by the German Institute of Auditors (IDW). These principles state that an audit shall be planned and conducted such that it is possible to identify with sufficient accuracy any misrepresentations and violations which could have a significant impact on the presentation of the company’s net worth, financial position and earnings situation in the consolidated financial statements, based on the principles of proper accounting, and in the group management report. The scope of the audit was determined on the basis of a knowledge of the business activities and the economic and legal context of the group, as well as the likelihood with which particular errors were to be expected. In the context of the audit, the effectiveness of the internal controlling system and evidence of the details provided in the consolidated financial statements and group management report are examined through random checks. The audit encompasses an assessment of the annual financial statements of the companies included in the consolidated financial statements, and also of the scope of the reporting entity, the accounting and consolidation principles and key judgements made by the Board of Management; it in addition includes an appraisal of the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements and group management report. We are of the opinion that our audit constitutes a sufficiently reliable basis for our findings. No objections are made on the basis of our audit. We are convinced that the consolidated financial statements present, in compliance with adequate and orderly accounting principles, a true and fair view of the net worth, financial position and earnings situation of the group. The group management report as a whole provides an accurate picture of the group’s position and of its future risks.



Hanover, February 9, 2000 PwC Deutsche Revision Aktiengesellschaft Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
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Key Figures



Audi Group in Figures



Audi Group Production 1999 Production



Vehicle sales



1998



Cars



626,059



619,030



1.1



1,266,896



1,241,351



2.1



634,973



599,509



Cars



Index



1990



1991



1992



1993



1994



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



A2



2, 18 ff., 36, 44, 47



Flow of funds analysis



429,597



451,265



492,085



340,956



352,589



446,808



491,501



557,777



619,030



626,059



A3



8, 9, 38, 45, 52, 58



Foreign exchange risk



A4



10, 11, 38, 44, 45, 52



A6



12, 13, 22, 23, 38, 44, 45, 52



Engines



597,910



645,485



689,175



494,436



544,538



607,175



620,603



763,928



1,241,351



1,266,896



A6 Security A8



5.9 Vehicle sales



Western Europe



519,236



500,930



3.7



of which Germany



257,686



244,127



5.6



Rest of world



115,737



98,579



17.4



Cars



423,309



448,309



472,685



357,521



376,180



447,855



492,046



546,436



599,509



634,973



Germany



Cars



180,607



227,525



228,246



163,752



160,803



204,138



217,858



238,735



244,127



257,686



Export



Cars



242,702



220,784



244,439



193,769



215,377



243,717



274,188



307,701



355,382



377,287



12, 13



14, 15, 21, 23, 25, 38, 44, 45, 51, 52



A8 long-wheelbase version



15, 36



DM million



29,624



27,222



EUR million



15,146



13,918



Export ratio



%



57.3



49.2



51.7



54.2



57.3



54.4



55.7



56.3



59.3



59.4



DM million



1,640



1,684



EUR million



839



861



DM million



634



463



Market share, Germany



%



EUR million Sales return before taxes Balance sheet total



%



324 5.5



DM million



13,110



12,683



EUR million



6,703



6,485



%



21.5



19.0



5.3



5.2



6.2



6.1



6.8



6.5



6.8



DM million EUR million



36.9 Cost of materials –



Personnel costs



3.4



Earnings before taxes



DM million EUR million



8,452



DM million EUR million



2,604



DM million EUR million



740



DM million EUR million



–



12,125



284



14,814



9,639



2,936



756



370



16,736



12,554



11,391



8,263



3,094



2,875



508



–148



172



– 89



13,456



8,718



2,625



187



22



16,678



10,993



3,037



589



111



18,807



12,448



3,253



862



302



22,410



14,802



3,859



1,112



367



27,222 13,918



29,624 15,146



18,732 9,578



19,862 10,155



4,130 2,111



4,481 2,291



1,684 861



1,640 839



463 237



634 324



Depreciation



DM million



2,966



3,168



EUR million



1,516



1,620



DM million EUR million



Cash flow



DM million



1,847 945 2,274



1,731



– 6.4 Share price 3)4) (year-end quoted price)



Euro



13, 36, 51 14, 18 ff., 26



Aluminium body



20, 21, 26, 44 12, 15, 17



Anniversaries



34, 35, 45 29, 31, 46



AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA.



33 41, 45, 48, 56, 58



Audi Group structure



56



Audi health insurance scheme



30



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. 27, 31, 45 ff., 56, 57 Audi Space Frame ASF



14, 21, 44, 48



Compensatory payment



Euro



Employees



Average



1,163 45,800



20.45



21.47



23.01



24.54



48.57



70.05



74.14



61.00



0.56



0.56



0.10



0.10



0.15



0.31



0.46



0.61



0.77



0.77



2,373



ø



37,035



38,205



37,738



34,363



32,215



32,823



34,529



37,761



41,011



45,800



1,213 41,011



Personnel costs per employee



DM Euro



70,318



76,841



81,996



83,676



81,480



92,533



94,219



102,194



100,695 51,485



97,835 50,022



CDAX Automobile



59 41, 45



Combined heat and power



27



Common rail fuel injection system



25



DM million EUR million



3,389



3,733



3,677



2,771



2,863



3,680



4,219



5,097



5,943 3,039



6,254 3,198



47, 59



Consolidated balance sheet



Capital investments



Depreciation



AUDI AG 1999 Sales revenues



Earnings before taxes



1998



DM million



29,151



26,655



EUR million



14,905



13,628



DM million



1,449



1,663



EUR million



741



850



DM million



444



442



Change in %



6)



Cash flow



DM million EUR million



1,012



DM million EUR million



569



DM million EUR million



939



1,097



765



947



784



960



823



1,505



914



865



1,035



1,445



889



1,967



1,087



3,168 1,620



2,966 1,516



1,731 885



1,847 945



2,373 1,213



2,274 1,163



47, 48, 56 ff.



Consolidated statement of earnings



61



Corporate governance legislation



49



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 4, 31, 45, 46, 48, 51, 56, 57 Cultural sponsoring



33



Development



48



Distributor-type fuel injection pump



1,233



1,245



948



1,220



1,774



1,496



1,994



9.4



Dividend



47, 52, 53



Economic developments



Fixed assets



DM million EUR million



2,578



2,899



2,872



2,814



3,589



3,351



3,869



4,717



6,114 3,126



7,196 3,679



Current assets



DM million EUR million



2,547



2,491



2,922



3,260



3,496



5,011



5,699



6,223



6,569 3,359



5,914 3,024



Balance sheet total



DM million EUR million



5,125



5,390



5,794



6,074



7,085



8,362



9,568



10,940



12,683 6,485



13,110 6,703



DM million EUR million



1,386



2,408 1,231



2,819 1,441



42, 43, 50, 51



Electronic Stability Program ESP 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 50 Employees



28 ff., 46, 53



Employees' representatives



Net earnings



EUR million



227



0.5



226 Shareholders’ equity



Employees



Average



40,736



38,097



6.9 Liabilities



DM million EUR million



3,739



1,554



3,836



1,623



1,521



4,171



4,553



1,780



5,305



1,812



6,550



1,984



7,584



2,169



8,771



10,275 5,254



Further statistics are provided in the ten-year summary on the inside back cover. The figures in brackets in this report refer to the previous year.



1)



4)



2)



5)



AUDI AG until 1993 Incl. Porsche 924/944 (until 1991), 1993 excl. 4, 1994 excl. 2,021 and 1995 excl. 875 Avant RS2 3) Figures for 1990 – 1998 converted into euro for information only



Previous years adjusted at ratio of 1:10 following introduction of individual share certificates According to VOLKSWAGEN AG proposal regarding the appropriation of net earnings Modified cash flow statement as from 1993



6)



10,291 5,262



25



see compensatory payment



Earnings



–12.9



60



Engine production Engineer training Environmental protection EU Environmental Audit Euro



30



45, 47, 48, 56, 57 29 26, 27 27 46, 50, 59



22, 23, 48



Occupational safety



30



Production volume



45



Pump-injector system



25



Purchasing volume



45



quattro



6 ff., 12 ff., 17, 45 11, 15, 48, 56, 58



2, 3



47, 55, 59



37



multitronic transmission



Board of Management



Capital investments 2, 4, 20, 47, 48, 54, 55, 57



38 ff.



Mobility guarantee



R8



10, 38, 45



39



Markets



quattro GmbH



Consolidated companies



Added value



54



Major markets



54



Compensatory payment



11.7



23



Liquidity



35



CKD/SKD



– 4.2



24



Lightweight crash elements



Balance sheet structure



5)



885



Employees EUR million



22.75



36 38, 44, 52, 57, 58



Le Mans



Avus Streamliner racing car



Cash flow



3)4)



6.7



23.26



55



Internet Configurator



Lamborghini Group 4, 31, 45, 46, 48, 51, 52, 56 ff.



Cabriolet



Capital investments



46, 59



Internal financing



36



Audi A plus scheme



Net earnings Equity ratio



5.7



34, 35, 45



Individual share certificate



Advertising



Apprentices



237 6.2



5.4



–2.6



Sales revenues Net earnings



5.4



Horch



Lamborghini Diablo



Aluminium



8.8



34, 35



53



Aluminium suspension



Earnings before taxes



50



History



Added value



allroad quattro



Sales revenues



65



Change in %



Engines Cars



2)



1)



24



Ratios per share



59



Recycling



18, 26



Result acc. to DVFA/SG



53, 59



Risk management RS4



4, 49 11, 36, 44, 48, 51, 57, 58



S3, S4, S6, S8



16, 17, 36, 44



Sales revenues



2, 47, 52, 53



Sales volume



52



Salzburg Festival



33



Scrap car reprocessing



50



Service hotline



37



Shares



59



SIDEGUARD



9, 10, 15



Sport sponsoring



32



Statement of interests



77



StEP scheme



29



Summer Concerts



33



Supervisory Board



4, 5



Supplier award TDI



23 14, 25, 45, 48, 51



telematics



23



Time »bonds«



28, 46



Time account reorganization



28



TT Coupé, TT Roadster 6, 7, 36, 38, 44, 45, 47, 50, 52, 56 V8 TDI Vehicle safety Vehicle sales Website



14, 25, 51, 56 6, 8 ff., 13 ff., 17, 21, 23 38 ff., 44 36
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Key Figures



Audi Group in Figures



Audi Group Production 1999 Production



Vehicle sales



1998



Cars



626,059



619,030



1.1



1,266,896



1,241,351



2.1



634,973



599,509



Cars



Index



1990



1991



1992



1993



1994



1995



1996



1997



1998



1999



A2



2, 18 ff., 36, 44, 47



Flow of funds analysis



429,597



451,265



492,085



340,956



352,589



446,808



491,501



557,777



619,030



626,059



A3



8, 9, 38, 45, 52, 58



Foreign exchange risk



A4



10, 11, 38, 44, 45, 52



A6



12, 13, 22, 23, 38, 44, 45, 52



Engines



597,910



645,485



689,175



494,436



544,538



607,175



620,603



763,928



1,241,351



1,266,896



A6 Security A8



5.9 Vehicle sales



Western Europe



519,236



500,930



3.7



of which Germany



257,686



244,127



5.6



Rest of world



115,737



98,579



17.4



Cars



423,309



448,309



472,685



357,521



376,180



447,855



492,046



546,436



599,509



634,973



Germany



Cars



180,607



227,525



228,246



163,752



160,803



204,138



217,858



238,735



244,127



257,686



Export



Cars



242,702



220,784



244,439



193,769



215,377



243,717



274,188



307,701



355,382



377,287



12, 13



14, 15, 21, 23, 25, 38, 44, 45, 51, 52



A8 long-wheelbase version



15, 36



DM million



29,624



27,222



EUR million



15,146



13,918



Export ratio



%



57.3



49.2



51.7



54.2



57.3



54.4



55.7



56.3



59.3



59.4



DM million



1,640



1,684



EUR million



839



861



DM million



634



463



Market share, Germany



%



EUR million Sales return before taxes Balance sheet total



%



324 5.5



DM million



13,110



12,683



EUR million



6,703



6,485



%



21.5



19.0



5.3



5.2



6.2



6.1



6.8



6.5



6.8



DM million EUR million



36.9 Cost of materials –



Personnel costs



3.4



Earnings before taxes



DM million EUR million



8,452



DM million EUR million



2,604



DM million EUR million



740



DM million EUR million



–



12,125



284



14,814



9,639



2,936



756



370



16,736



12,554



11,391



8,263



3,094



2,875



508



–148



172



– 89



13,456



8,718



2,625



187



22



16,678



10,993



3,037



589



111



18,807



12,448



3,253



862



302



22,410



14,802



3,859



1,112



367



27,222 13,918



29,624 15,146



18,732 9,578



19,862 10,155



4,130 2,111



4,481 2,291



1,684 861



1,640 839



463 237



634 324



Depreciation



DM million



2,966



3,168



EUR million



1,516



1,620



DM million EUR million



Cash flow



DM million



1,847 945 2,274



1,731



– 6.4 Share price 3)4) (year-end quoted price)



Euro



13, 36, 51 14, 18 ff., 26



Aluminium body



20, 21, 26, 44 12, 15, 17



Anniversaries



34, 35, 45 29, 31, 46



AUDI DO BRASIL E CIA.



33 41, 45, 48, 56, 58



Audi Group structure



56



Audi health insurance scheme



30



AUDI HUNGARIA MOTOR Kft. 27, 31, 45 ff., 56, 57 Audi Space Frame ASF



14, 21, 44, 48



Compensatory payment



Euro



Employees



Average



1,163 45,800



20.45



21.47



23.01



24.54



48.57



70.05



74.14



61.00



0.56



0.56



0.10



0.10



0.15



0.31



0.46



0.61



0.77



0.77



2,373



ø



37,035



38,205



37,738



34,363



32,215



32,823



34,529



37,761



41,011



45,800



1,213 41,011



Personnel costs per employee



DM Euro



70,318



76,841



81,996



83,676



81,480



92,533



94,219



102,194



100,695 51,485



97,835 50,022



CDAX Automobile



59 41, 45



Combined heat and power



27



Common rail fuel injection system



25



DM million EUR million



3,389



3,733



3,677



2,771



2,863



3,680



4,219



5,097



5,943 3,039



6,254 3,198



47, 59



Consolidated balance sheet



Capital investments



Depreciation



AUDI AG 1999 Sales revenues



Earnings before taxes



1998



DM million



29,151



26,655



EUR million



14,905



13,628



DM million



1,449



1,663



EUR million



741



850



DM million



444



442



Change in %



6)



Cash flow



DM million EUR million



1,012



DM million EUR million



569



DM million EUR million



939



1,097



765



947



784



960



823



1,505



914



865



1,035



1,445



889



1,967



1,087



3,168 1,620



2,966 1,516



1,731 885



1,847 945



2,373 1,213



2,274 1,163



47, 48, 56 ff.



Consolidated statement of earnings



61



Corporate governance legislation



49



COSWORTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED 4, 31, 45, 46, 48, 51, 56, 57 Cultural sponsoring



33



Development



48



Distributor-type fuel injection pump



1,233



1,245



948



1,220



1,774



1,496



1,994



9.4



Dividend



47, 52, 53



Economic developments



Fixed assets



DM million EUR million



2,578



2,899



2,872



2,814



3,589



3,351



3,869



4,717



6,114 3,126



7,196 3,679



Current assets



DM million EUR million



2,547



2,491



2,922



3,260



3,496



5,011



5,699



6,223



6,569 3,359



5,914 3,024



Balance sheet total



DM million EUR million



5,125



5,390



5,794



6,074



7,085



8,362



9,568



10,940



12,683 6,485



13,110 6,703



DM million EUR million



1,386



2,408 1,231



2,819 1,441



42, 43, 50, 51



Electronic Stability Program ESP 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 50 Employees



28 ff., 46, 53



Employees' representatives



Net earnings



EUR million



227



0.5



226 Shareholders’ equity



Employees



Average



40,736



38,097



6.9 Liabilities



DM million EUR million



3,739



1,554



3,836



1,623



1,521



4,171



4,553



1,780



5,305



1,812



6,550



1,984



7,584



2,169



8,771



10,275 5,254



Further statistics are provided in the ten-year summary on the inside back cover. The figures in brackets in this report refer to the previous year.
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2)
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AUDI AG until 1993 Incl. Porsche 924/944 (until 1991), 1993 excl. 4, 1994 excl. 2,021 and 1995 excl. 875 Avant RS2 3) Figures for 1990 – 1998 converted into euro for information only



Previous years adjusted at ratio of 1:10 following introduction of individual share certificates According to VOLKSWAGEN AG proposal regarding the appropriation of net earnings Modified cash flow statement as from 1993
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10,291 5,262
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Earnings
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Engine production Engineer training Environmental protection EU Environmental Audit Euro



30



45, 47, 48, 56, 57 29 26, 27 27 46, 50, 59
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30



Production volume



45



Pump-injector system



25



Purchasing volume



45



quattro



6 ff., 12 ff., 17, 45 11, 15, 48, 56, 58
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47, 55, 59
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multitronic transmission



Board of Management
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38 ff.
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10, 38, 45
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Markets



quattro GmbH



Consolidated companies



Added value



54



Major markets



54



Compensatory payment



11.7



23



Liquidity



35



CKD/SKD



– 4.2



24



Lightweight crash elements



Balance sheet structure
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885



Employees EUR million



22.75



36 38, 44, 52, 57, 58



Le Mans



Avus Streamliner racing car



Cash flow
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6.7



23.26



55



Internet Configurator



Lamborghini Group 4, 31, 45, 46, 48, 51, 52, 56 ff.



Cabriolet



Capital investments



46, 59



Internal financing



36



Audi A plus scheme



Net earnings Equity ratio



5.7



34, 35, 45



Individual share certificate



Advertising



Apprentices



237 6.2



5.4



–2.6



Sales revenues Net earnings



5.4



Horch



Lamborghini Diablo



Aluminium



8.8



34, 35



53



Aluminium suspension



Earnings before taxes



50



History



Added value



allroad quattro



Sales revenues



65



Change in %



Engines Cars



2)



1)



24



Ratios per share



59



Recycling



18, 26



Result acc. to DVFA/SG



53, 59



Risk management RS4



4, 49 11, 36, 44, 48, 51, 57, 58



S3, S4, S6, S8



16, 17, 36, 44



Sales revenues



2, 47, 52, 53



Sales volume



52



Salzburg Festival



33



Scrap car reprocessing



50



Service hotline



37



Shares



59



SIDEGUARD



9, 10, 15



Sport sponsoring



32



Statement of interests



77



StEP scheme



29



Summer Concerts



33



Supervisory Board



4, 5



Supplier award TDI



23 14, 25, 45, 48, 51



telematics



23



Time »bonds«



28, 46



Time account reorganization



28



TT Coupé, TT Roadster 6, 7, 36, 38, 44, 45, 47, 50, 52, 56 V8 TDI Vehicle safety Vehicle sales Website



14, 25, 51, 56 6, 8 ff., 13 ff., 17, 21, 23 38 ff., 44 36
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